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NFL playoffs

Awards presented

MSU basketball

Four teams survive
weekend playoff games

WOW honors two residents
with special citations

Racers defeat Ky. State;
travel to WKU tonight
See page 8
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News In Brief

Heating
program
entering
last days

Columbia's crew ready, but
shuttle's liftoff is delayed
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — A balky fuel line valve today forced a second postponement of the launch of Columbia with
a crew of seven, including a Florida congressman, on the first of
three consecutive space shuttle missions to study Flally's comet.
We have scrubbed for today," said launch control commentator Jim Ball.
"We'll take another hard look at it overnight and come back
tomorrow and do it tight," launch director Gene Thomas told the
astronauts, who had been in Columbia's cabin awaiting launch
for nearly four hours.
The postponement was announced 90 minutes after the countdown had moved to within 31 seconds of the planned predawn liftoff at 7:05 a.m. EST. At that time, the launch team detected a
low temperature on a liquid hydrogen fuel line.
Columbia's countdown had been halted just 14 seconds before
the intended liftoff on Dec. 19 because of a faulty electronic part.
Ball said the trouble was traced to the failure of a valve on a
fuel line to close late in the countdown, apparently because of a
•
computer software error. A backup radio signal closed the valve,
but not before too much fuel flowed through it, lowering the
temperature in the line to below specifications.
Liquid oxygen is maintained at a temperature of 293 degrees
•
below zero.
During five days in space, the Columbia crew, which also includes the first Hispanic-American astronaut, are to release an
RCA communications satellite, conduct more than a dozen
medical, materials processing and other experiments and make
the first extensive observations from space of the celebrated
comet.
"It's a real thrill for us to work with Columbia," said astronaut
Robert Gibson, the mission commander. "Columbia is the
flagship, and we're looking forward to flying it again."
Other crew members are Rep. Bill Nelson; Franklin ChangDiaz, a Costa Rican-born physicist who is a naturalized
American citizen; pilot Charles Bolden; George Nelson; Steve
Hawley and Robert Cenker.
Gibson and his crew boarded Columbia on Dec. 19 and were
just 14 seconds from liftoff when a computer stopped the countdown because an oversensitive electronic part sent a false signal
that a rocket turbine was spinning too fast.
Nelson, chairman of the House subcommittee on space science
and applications, is the second congressional observer to fly on a
shuttle. Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, chairman of a subcommittee
that oversees NASA spending, made a trip last April. Nelson's
district includes Cape Canaveral and the Kennedy Space Center.
The astronauts will have a unique view of Halley's comet as it
approaches the sun on its once-every-76-year swing through this
part of the solar system.
"You can't observe Halley's from the ground as it makes its
closest approach to the sun in January because of the sun's
brightness," explained S. Alan Stern of the University of Colorado, principal investigator for the Comet Halley Active
Monitoring Program, or CHAMP.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya — The war of words continues between
Moammar Khadafy and the United States as the Libyan leader
says his country is in a state of preparedness over the presence of
40 U.S. warships off its coast.
WASHINGTON — After urging Israel to respond with restraint
to the terrorist attacks at the Rome and Vienna airports, the
Reagan administration reversed itself and raised the possibility
of U.S. military retaliation, illustrating the division within the administration over how to deal with terrorism.
WEBBERS FALLS, Okla. — A plume of toxic gas that killed
one worker and hospitalized at least 43 other people drifted up to
18 miles from a nuclear fuels plant before dispersing, but the
state Health Department said its effect on people in the area
would be "transient, very temporary."
WASHINGTON — A letter from Sen. John Glenn to advice columnist Ann Landers is spurring interest in legislation designed to
block doctors and other health-care professionals barred from
practicing in one state from participating in federal health programs in another.
WASHINGTON — A l/new budget-balancing law will wipe out
President Reagan's defense buildup, sending the United States
"marching down the mountain we have marched up," says the
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee.
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Mrs. Jane Morton,whose mother was a Lassiter, looks at the destruction caused by vandals in
the Lassiter family cemetery. The cemetery used to be part of a farm which has since been
sold. But, the family still OWFIS the cemetery which is located on Forest Road in Calloway
Staff photo. Ir. Laurie Brumley
County.

Gravestones in Lassiter family
cemetery disrupted by vandals
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
"It's always been the prettiest, peaceful little graveyard,"
said Jane Morton.
This was not the case today.
The peaceful atmosphere of the
Lassiter family cemetery had
been disturbed by vandalism.
Twelve headstones which date
from the early 1900s had been
overturned.
The cemetery which is located
on Forest Road had been part of
a farm with about 200 acres. The
family still owns the cemetery
even though the land has since
been sold.
There is a road that runs
around the cemetery and
"we've had a lot of problems
with people coming and parking," Morton said. But other
than people throwing several
beer cans inside the fence, this is
the first time there has been problems of this kind in the
cemetery Morton said.
Alonzo Forest, the caretaker
who lives just bown the road
from the cemetery, was notified
about the vandalism by a
neighbor on New Year's Day.
"That's the first we knew about
it," Forest said.
As far as trouble In the
cemetery, Forest said that there
had been none "that I know of
and I've been living here for 40
something years."
Morton said. "if this kind of
thing goes unnoticed...what little graveyard is next." She added that the county was full of
similar family cemeteries.
Former Sheriff David Balenhaven't had any
tine said,
(problems) like this in several

years
There has been one or two
headstones turned over in the city cemetery in the past, but
nothing like this, Balentine said.
BalentMe added that it is hard
to watch cemeteries such as this
one because there is usually no

one around.
The charge for the destructioh
of the cemetery would ,4:le
criminal mischief Balentine
said. If there is $500 worth of
damage it would be criminal
(Cont'd on page 2)

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The final phase of a program 'to
help Kentucky's poor heat their ,
homes opens today with applications being processed through
the state's 23 regional community action agencies, the Cabinet
for Human Resources said.
A news release said $6 million
has been earmarked for "crisis"
aid to low-income families
without heat, facing the loss of
heat Within five days, or who
need minor repairs to home
heating systems.
Previous phases of the Home
Energy Assistance- Program
targeted low-income elderly and
the low-income in general.
The program is federally
funded, but administered by the
state. The release said the
cabinet has contracted with the
Kentucky Association of Community Action Agencies to handle the latest round of
applications.
It is the second straight year
in which the cabinet set aside
part of the program's money for
crisis cases. The release said
21,000 families received that
type of assistance at this time in
1985.
The current program will run
through April 30 or:f until
available money has been spent,
the release said.
Assistance may take the form
of utility payments, emergency
fuel supplies, space heaters,
blankets or heating-system
repairs. The maximum benefit
is $300 per household, the
release said.
(C,ont'd on page 2)

SKW workers
offer to return
back to work

Twelve headstones which date from the early 1900s were overturned by vandals which could result in a charge of criminal
mischief. Only—the larger headstonei- were overturned.
Several smaller markers were left undisturbed.

Workers for the SKW Alloys
Co. in Calvert City while rejecting the company's latest contract offer Saturday, voted to offer to return to work.
"The union made the company an unconditional offer to
return to work," said Mike
Mathis, president of United Auto
Workers Local 523; following a 3
1/2-hour membership meeting.
The union's local international
representative Pat Coleman
said picket lines were removed
Saturday afternoon. It was the
first time picketing had ceased
since the union began its strike
Sept. 1, 1983.
Mathis and Coleman declined
to discuss the rejected contract
or the union's offer to the company. Mathis refused to say how
many union members were on
strike or partlppated in Saturday's-vote.
(C,ont'd on page 2)

Clear and cold to light with
lows 15 to 20 and light north
winds. Tuesday, mostly sunny and continued cold with
highs in the lower 30s. Northeast wind 10 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
shows a chance of rain or
snow about Friday, but otherwise mostly fair weather

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

354 4
3:54 5

Top U.S. team heads for MIA talks
HANOI, Vietnam tAP — The
most senior U.S. delegation to
visit Vietnam since the end of
the war more than a decade ago
flew to Hanoi today to press for a
final accounting of almost 1.800
Americans still listed as missing
in action in Vietnam.
The 10-member team, led b'S,
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Richard Armitage, was flying in
from Bangkok, Thailand,
aboard a small U.S. government
aircraft
Official Vietnamese sources

said Hanoi was willing to
restrict the talks to the MIA
issue, but would discuss other
problems between the two
former enemies if the
Americans raised them.
The U.S. State Department
said last week that the inclusion
of Assistant Secretary of State
Paul Wolfowitz in the delegaton
did not indicate that a broader
range of issues, such as normalization of ties with Vietnam
or Vietnam's military involvement in Cambodia, would be

issue had been scheduled for last
discussed.
August, but Washington cancelOther members of the team include National Security Council ed the trip because Thach was
staff member Richard Childress away at the time.
The United States has long
and Ann Mills Griffiths, expressured Hanoi for as full an
ecutive director of the National
accounting as possible of the
League of POW-MIA Families.
1,797 Americans still listed as
The Americans were to begin
missing in action more than 10
their talks with Foreign
United States
Minister Hoang Bich Son, and •-years•4t4e
pulled the last of its soldiers out
Foreign Minister Nguyen Co
Thach was expected to meet of Vietnam in 1975.
Early last year, Vietnam
with them before their return
Tuesday to Bangkok.
High level talks on the MIA Jemit'd_014page 2)
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Calloway reports
low jobless rate

New Year's test tube babies
Four mothers cuddle their test tube babies all horn during the
first 11 hours of 1986 at the Humana Hospital Wellington in London. They are, from left, Anne Turvey and Luke; Mahe Ameed

and Esam; Jackie Brown with Oliver; and Sarah Baggett with
the only girl, yet to be named.

Khadafy says a U.S. attack on Libya
would result iiiisaids inside America
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — Col.
Moammar Khadafy said Libya
is in a "state of war" ready to
repulse any attack from U.S.
warships in the Mediterranean,
and warned that an onslaught
would be answered by attacks
inside America, the Libyan
news agency reported.
JANA, the state-owned news
agency, quoted the Libyan
leader as saying his country
almost went to war Saturday
with the United States, which accuses Libya of abetting the
Palestinian group it blames for
the airport raids that killed 19
people, including five
Americans. in Rome and Vienna
on Dec. 27.
"The U.S.A. mobilized yesterday no less than 40 warships in
front of Libya and we have considered this a state of war and
have announced the state of
preparedness in the air and
naval forces and air defense,"

JANA quoted Khadafy as telling
reporters Sunday at a farm project outside Tripoli.
Pentagon officials, however,
denied Khadafy's charge.
"It would be physically impossible for us to put 40 ships off
of Libya," said a Navy source in
Washington, who spoke on condition of anonymity. "There are
only about 20 ships in the 6th
Fleet normally, and that includes everything. There are only about 115 ccimbatant-ships in
the (Mediterranean)."
On Friday, the aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea led a task,
force of seven ships out of
Naples. Italy, into the Mediterranean. U.S. Navy sources said
the ships merely were ending a
holiday port call and were on
routine patrol Sunday, but their
location was not made public.
According to JANA, Khadafy
said Sunday: "Actually, yesterday we were ready to fight." He

said the forces of his North
African Arab nation had been
placed on full alert, and that the
alert would end only "when the
American and Zionist threat is
removed."
"If America commits aggression against us, then we will
commit aggression against it,
inside America itself," JANA
quoted Khadafy as saying. "And
if America or the Israelis do any
harm to any Palestinian living
in Libya, we will do harm to
American and Israeli citizens in
their own places."
Israel and the United States
have accused Libya of abetting
-the Abu Nidal Palestinian faction, which they blame for the
airport massacres, and have
called for worldwide sanctions
against Khadafy's government.
However, Khadafy on Sunday
said Abu Nidal does not live in
Libya, although he said he has
seen him there and abroad in the
past year.

1986 General Assembly facts
The session will be gaveled in
officially at noon Tuesday EST
by Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear in the
Senate and Speaker Don Blandford in the House.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
will deliver her State of the Commonwealth address to a joint
session Tuesday night. It will be
broadcast live (6:30 CST) by the

SKW...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Mathis was involved in a
meeting with company officials
and union representatives this
morning and was unavailable
for comment. A source at the
union hall confirmed that the unconditional offer had been made
to the company and that more
information would be available
following the meeting.

Kentucky Educational Television Network — Channel 29 in
Paducah and Channel 21 in
Murray.
The bill-passing portion of the
session will end April 1. A twoday veto override session will be
April 14 and 15.
Toll-free telephone message
lines will be available during the
session to make it easier to contact lawmakers or find out the
status of a particular bill.
The message line,
1-800-372-7181, can be used to
leave a message for legislators.
The message can be a request to
return a call or expression of a
view on a particular piece of
legislation.
The bill -status line,
1-800-633-4171. is available for
obtaining up-to-the-minute information about specific
legislation.

PIXY PORTRAIT SPECIAL!
Pose is your Choice
Child's Color Portrait
• agA limit 12 yams• Pose your
choice from original package•$1
for each additional subject • they
not be used with any other otter•
Offer valid at tirne of sitting only•
Not available in permanent studio
locations • Limit one Specie' per
subject

PORTRAITS FROM

Fri. Jan. 10
9 a.m. tot-p.m.
2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

JCPenney

N1500

Kentucky Educational Television wW provide daily coverage
of the sessions. Summary
coverage will be held each night
during the session.

Fire-rescue squad
honors firefighters
at annual banquet

Chestnut Hills
Shopiñ Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

Present this ad to photographer at time of among.

Search underway
for cat;'girl may
undergo series
of rabies shots
Kristin Kopperud, 5-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Kopperud of 709 Main St., was
bitten by a light grey striped cat
with a red tag on his collar on
Monday. Dec. 30, while playing
in their back yard.
The family is endeavoring to
find the cat still alive to have it
tested to make sure it does not
have rabies. Unless this information is determined immediately, Kristin will have to
start take the series of rabies
shots on Thursday, Jan. 9.
Mrs. Kopperud said the family
is offering a reward for the cat
and said the cat will not be
harmed. The cat will have to be
checked by a veterinarian to
determine if it has rabies.
"We do not plan to take any
legal action concerning the cat
biting Kristin. We just want to
find the cat so that Kristin will
not have to take the rabies'
shots," Mrs. Kopperud said.
Any person having information or knowing the whereabouts
of this cat is asked to call the
Kopperud residence, 753-6620.

The increase in unemployment rates on the local level
reflected the statewide increase
from a revised 9.3 percent in October to 10 percent in November.
Nationally the rate decreased
from 6.8 percent in October to
6.7 percent in November. The
comparable state and national
rates are not seasonally
adjusted.
State labor market analyst Ed
Blackwell attributed the higher
rates to plant closings, layoffs in
the coal mining industry and
seasonal job losses in construction and services. "While we
think some of these job losses
will be temporary, we feel Kentucky's unemployment will remain at 10 percent or above at
least through February," he
said.
Annual changes in the number
of Kentuckians employed and
those out of work reflect the
number who have dropped out of
the labor force.

Rides available

to Paducah rally
Rides will be available from
.
Murray on Monday evening, J
6, for persons who wish to attend
the rally at Paducah Community
College to focus attention on the
need to increase support for Kentucky's system of higher
education.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs at Murray State
University, said anyone who
needs a ride or who would like to
join a motorcade should meet in
the parking area of the Chamber
of Commerce office at 806 N. 12th
no later than 6:15 p.m.
Mrs. Herndon requested that
anyone who can provide
transportation or who needs a
ride call the Office of Alumni Affairs at 762-3737, 762-3738 or
762-3739 or the Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171 on Monday.

Vandalism...
(Coned from page 1)
mischief in the second degree
with carries a penalty of a fine
or a jail sentence or both and
court costs, which Salentine
adds can be quite expensive.
Morton said, "just one or two
couldn't have done this."
Forest agreed, "I just know
it's in a mess. Just regular manpower I don't think will put them
back up."
Morton said, "It really was a
shock. I never thought about
anybody being that low down...

HEAP...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Applicants must submit Social
Security numbers and proof of
income to qualify for heating
assistance
In Calloway County, applicants should contact Jackie
White at the county highway
garage on East Sycamore Extended. The phone number is
753-0908.

30-Day Precipitation Outlook
Greg Chaney was named
Firefighter of the Year and Captain Max Parrish was named Officer of the Year by the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad during the squad's annual
awards banquet held December
21.
In addition to the firefighter
and officer of the year awards,
several other honors were also
presented during the evening
ceremonies. David Amburgey
was honored as having worked
the most hours at the fire house,
with 513 work hours. Eddie
Stone, with 501 work hours, was
second; Carl Garland, with 288
work hours, was third; Mait
Parrish, with 274 work hours,
was fourth; and Joe Walker,
with 270 work hours, was fifth.
A total of 3,918 work hours was
recorded by the entire fire
rescue-squad during 1985, according to David Cathey.

Thurs. Jan. 9
12 noon to 4 p.m.
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 11
9.a.m. to 1 p.m.
2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Letters to lawmakers may be
sent to them in care of the
Legislative Research Commission, Capital Annex, Frankfort,
Ky., 40602.

In London, The Sunday Times
newspaper quoted unidentified
Israeli intelligence sources as
saying that Libyan and Syrian
agents had actually carried out
the terrorist raids, using Abu
Nidal's name "as a cover."
However, Israeli Prime
Minister Shimon Peres, appearing on NBC's "This Week With
David Brinkley" on Sunday,
said "I think it was really carried out by Abu Nidal. I think it
was supported by the Libyans."
In the event of an attack,
Khadafy was quoted as telling
reporters, "we can reach any
place, not with aircraft carriers
nor with the bombers, but with
suicide" squads.
"I meant it when I said that
we will operate on the streets of
America," JANA quoted him as
saying. However, he reportedly
said that U.S. citizens living in
Libya "are our guests and they
will not be harmed."
Earlier Sunday, ABC and NBC
quoted Khadafy as denying that
Palestinian terrorists are being
trained in Libya, but saying he
would harbor anti-Israeli commandos if they need training
camps.
Khadafy would not answer
directly when asked if the terrorists who staged the nearsimultaneous raids near El Al
Israel Airlines counters in Rome
and Vienna had come from
Libya.
On Sunday, sources at the
Arab League in Tunis, Tunisia
said the 21-nation group of Arab
nations has vowed "total support" for Libya in the event of a
U.S. or Israeli attack. Egypt, a
U.S. ally in the Middle East, was
suspended from the group after
signing a 1979 peace treaty with
Israel.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Woodford County posted the
state's lowest unemployment
rate in November, 4.4 percent,
and Menifee County's 29.5 per'cent rate was Kentucky's worst,
g to figures released by
ae-CO
abinet for Human
the
ResSurces.
In- the Purchase Area
Development District, Calloway
County experienced the lowest
unemployment rate at 7.7
percent.
Overall, unemployment increased in 102 counties from October to November, while it
declined in 15 counties and was
unchanged in three, the cabinet
said in a report Friday.
The statewide rate increased
from 9.3 percent in October to 10
percent in November and 77
counties of the state's 120 counties were at 10 percent or higher,
the report said.
Fayette County, at 4.7 percent, had the state's secondlowest unemployment rate and
Carter County, at 24.6 percent,
had the second-highest.
Unemployment was 5.4 percent in the Lexington
metropolitan area, up from 5
percent in October. The area includes Fayette, Bourbon, Clark,
Jessamine, Scott and Woodford
counties.
The report outlined the
unemployment trends in the
state's 15 area development
districts. In the Purchase Area
Devtlopment District,
unemployment was 11 percent in.November, up from 10.4 percent
in October. Calloway County's
7.7 percent rate was lowest and
Carlisle County's 18.5 percent
was highest.
The monthly sample of
claimants of unemployment insurance benefits showed 33.4
percent had worked in manufacturing, 20.7 percent in trade, 18.7
percent in construction and 12.9
percent in services.

Eddie Stone was honored as
having attended the most fires
during 1985 with 136 calls. Ricky
Watson, with 130 calls, was second; Max Parrish. with 116
calls, was third; Jeff Major,
with 104 calls, was fourth; and
Randy Barnett, with 89 calls,
was fifth.
The fire -rescue squad
answered a total of 171 calls
from December 1984 to
December 1985, according to
Cathey. Members of the squad
worked a total of 4,172 man
hours in extinguishing those
fires.

MIAs...
((oned from page 1)
began cooperating in the search
for the missing Americans, apparently in hopes of receiving
aid for its sagging economy and
because of continuing pressure
from the world community.
It promised to resolve the
matter within two years, and
last month allowed a joint
U.S.-Vietnamese team to ex,cavate the site where a U.S.
warplane crashed. Tfie team
found the wreckage of a B-52
bomber and some human bones.
Following the excavation,
Vietnam handed over what it
said were the remains of seven
missing Americans that are being analysed for possible identification. Last August, Vietnam
turned over what it believed to
be the remains of 26 MIAs.
Another team of U.S. experts
located the site last week where
an American warplane crashed
in Laos, and has said a joint excavation was likely to begin in a
few weeks. There are 570
Americans listed as missing in
Laos.
Vietnam has urged
Washington to step into its
"open door." but there are few
signs Washington will forge
diplomatic 1ink9 with Hanoi as
long as Vietnamese soldiers remain in Cambodia
Vietnam invaded Cambodia in
late 1978. ousted the communist
Khmer Rouge and set up a proHanoi government

siortill.111
-;,-"tthtfootooril
• .
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30-day outlook
This is how the National Weather Service forecasts the nation's
weather outlook for the next 30 days.
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PERSPECTIVE
Resolution needed
to stop terrorists
Bloody 1985 might well be
termed the Year of the Terrorist. The cowardly attacks
on crowds of holiday travelers
in Rome and Vienna on Dec.
27 were only two of many incidents during which innocent
persons were senselessly
killed and wounded in 1985.
Passengers waiting to
board scheduled flights of the
Israeli airline El Al were the
_principal targets of the terrorists, who attacked with hand
grenades and machine/ guns.
Anyone within the range of
fire, however, was marked for
death by the mew with the
guns and grenades.
Airport security had been
increased at Rome's Leonardo
da Vinci Airport, following a
July 1 bombing that injured 12
persons.
"Unfortunately, what we
had feared would happen did
in an area out of the control of
security and where the public
has easy access," Italian
Transport Minister Claudio
Signorile said.
Terrorism must be stopped,
but how that can be done is far
from clear as 1985 draws to a
close. Only a police state can
come close to checking on

every individual's intentions.
Civilized countries do not, and
should not, have the will to
sacrifice the rights of assembly and travel as has been
done in totalitarian societies.
SeOurity must be increased
within reasonable bounds at
airports, on ocean liners (as
the Achille Lauro incident
proved) and wherever else a
few armed fanatics can easily
kill or wound scores of persons. The only sure way to
stop the murderers, however.
is to identify and eliminate
them.
It would be a positive step if
the Soviet Union, which
preaches arms control at the
same time it puts weapons in
the hands of madmen around
the world, would propose a
Geneva summit to counter
terrorism.
It is difficult to pinpoint the
individuals and organizations
behind attacks such as those
in Rome and Vienna. The job
could be made easier, however, if all nations which pay at
least lip service to the value
of human life would join together in disavowing and
hunting down the killers.

letters to the editor

I am trying to locate these
men and ask them to join our
Association. It would be greatly
appreciated if you woaa print
this letter, requesting that these
former members of the 16th Armored Division contact me.
We hold an annual reunion in a
different city and state in the
United States. In 1985, our 34th
Annual Reunion was held in
Cleveland Ohio. In 1986, we plan
to be at Lake Tahoe, and in 1987
In Orlando, Florida.
Sincerely,
Steve J. Chylinski
16th Armored Division
Association
7926 Twin Oaks Drive
Broadview Hts. Ohio, 44147-1021

Volunteers assist at Need Line
Dear Editor:
Please allow me to take this
means to express deep gratitude
to the good people of Murray and
Calloway County for their
tremendous support to Need
Line.
It was my intention to send a
personal acknowledgement to
each person or group who
remembered us; however with
the overwhelming response to
our Christmas project, this is
almost impossible.
The love and concern which
was shown to those who are less
fortunate was indeed heartwarming. With all of us working
together we can make a difference in our county. It's a
beautiful thing when people,
especially people with different
religious beliefs, can come
together and work toward a
common goal — helping others.
You will be pleased to know
that Christmas food boxes were
given to 194 households (537 persons) and toys given to 335

children. This was possible
because of your love and willingness to share with these people in our own county.(Neighbor
helping neigltbor 1.
To each individual, church,
club, school group, business and
industry we say a very special
"thank you." You are very
much appreciated by the staff
and board members of Need
Line.
Also a word of "special
thanks" to our volunteers, those
who helped in the office and
those who delivered the food
boxes. The volunteers play a
very vital role in our services.
This is Calloway County's
ministry and Need Line could
not exist without your support.
Jesus said, "In as much as ye
have done it unto one of the least
of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me."
Thank you for caring!
Sincerely,
Euple Ward, Director

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Here is a word of encouragement to those of us who occasionally wonder if' life is worth
living."
In an talk which used as its title that very question, and was
delivered to Harvard students in
1895, the American philosopher

by mike royko

royko says

Sidewalks: real natural turf
CHICAGO — The Arlington
Heights police are said to have
put some kind of ban on the playing of sidewalk hopscotch.
If they are serious, which I
doubt, it could not be enforced. It
would be a violation of an unwritten common law that says
sidewalks belong to kids.
Adults may use them for walking on, plunging to or shoveling
off, but, basically, sidewalks are
really long, narrow playgrounds.
The best place for a child to
play and learn is on a sidewalk.
It is his natural environment. If
you take a child into the woods,
he can fall out of a tree and break
a leg and ruin the weekend.
Nobody liked sidewalks more
than I did, except Slats Grobnik.
To this day, if he walks on grass
for more than five minutes, his
feet blister. His attitude toward
lawns and gardens is summed up
when he looks sick and says:
"Worms live in that stuff."
When the rest of us would go to
Humboldt Park, Slats would
shake his head and stay behind,
saying: "Anything that can hide
behind a fireplug is small enough
for me to handle, but how do I
know what kind of creep is in the
bushes?" He feared being kidnapped and held for ransom

because he knew his father didn't
believe in touching the savings.
When we built a tree house,
Slats wouldn't come up. He said:
"If people was meant to live in
trees, the squirrels would slip
some -nuts to the city buildinginspector."
So, Slats always stayed on the
sidewalk and did the things kids
do. And some that nobody had
heard of before.
One summer, he spent all of July pitching pennies. He got so
good that one Sunday morning he
made 14 straight liners. The
precinct captain had that penny
bronzed, and it was hung up
behind the bar of the corner
tavern. Later, Slats' mother put
it in with his bronzed baby shoes
and his first tooth — a 1-inch
molar, incidentally.
Naturally, he sold lemonade on
the sidewalk. We all did. But
Slats was the only one who could
sell it when the weather was cold.
Even in November he'd have a
dozen customers lined up.
One day a plainclothes cop happened to get in line, and that's
when they found out that with
every glass you got to look at the
dirty pictures Slats found in his
father's dresser. And that was
years before Hugh Hefner came
along.

capitol ideas
An AP- news analysis

There were days when Slats
would just draw or write on the
sidewalk with chalk or stones.
Mostly dirty words. Then he'd
hide in a gangway and peek out
to see if ladies were offended. If
they were, he'd go: "Hee-hee."
Slats would have been a natural
hippie.
Sometimes he'd pend the day
just lying on the sidewalk, face
down, forehead pressed against
the pavement, not moving a muscle. He'd be watching the ants in
the crack. People from outside
the neighborhood were startled,
especially when he'd hiss: "Boy,
they're murdering each other."
Once a drunk came out of the
tavern and tripped over him.
Slats pretended to have a broken
rib and the drunk gave him $5 to
keep quiet. Slats moaned louder
and he got $5 more: For a long
time after that, Slats thought
about going to law school.
Even when he didn't feel like
doing anything. Slats did it on the
sidewalk. He liked to lean against
a wall and spit. That wasn't as
disgusting as it sounds, although
it was pretty disgusting.
He'd just stand there, not moving or saying anything, and every
two or three minutes he'd go
"phttt" between his two front
teeth. He'd keep it no all day,

quitting only when he felt weak
from dehydration.
A big event for Slats was when
a new section of sidewalk was put
down. He'd sneak out at night,
take off his shoe and put his footprint in it.
His feet are hard to describe.
They are very big and shaped
kind of funny. So people got nervous when they saw the print. But
a man from a museum came out
and said there was nothing to
worry about, because whatever
made the print had been dead for
millions of years.

-

What Slats was best at was
walking on a sidewalk without
stepping on lines. We all did that
for good luck when we happened
to be walking, but Slats would go
walking for hours just to avoid
stepping on lines.
One day he decided to try for a
world's record, and he left
without telling anybody. He was
gone for three days, walking all
over the city, avoiding stepping
on lines.
When he got back home, he
yelled: "Don't worry, ma, I
wasn't kidnapped."
His father waved the bank book
and triumphantly said: "See, I
was right. There was no reason to
disturb the savings."

by mark r. chellgren

Leadership a key question for legislature

Sergeant seeks other WWII vets
Dear Editor,
The 16th Armored Division
Association is a non-profit
organization of WWII Army
Veterans, who served with
General Patton's Third Army in
Europe. We have 1100 members,
who now reside in all 50 states
except Montana and Alaska.
Our Armored Division consisted
of approximately 15,000 men
during combat.
Since I was the First Sergeant
of "B" Company, 64th Armored
Infantry Battalion of the 16th Armored Division, I can recall that
there were men in my outfit who
originally lived in Kentucky and
either enlisted or were drafted
from your state.

Miirray Ledger & Times

William James proclaimed:
These, then, are my last
words to you: Be not afraid
of life. Believe that life is
worth living, and your
belief will help create the
fact.
Positive thinking, it seems, has
been around a long time.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
has been reluctant to get involvwhich bills are considered to
Republican lawmakers,
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
ed with the business of the other.
though too few in number to
providing an aide for each
her legislative agenda is a short
make much of a difference, have
lawmaker.
But some senators have
one and she will be content to
Those proposals were made
also bridled under, what they
privately bristled at what they
shepherd her budget through the
view as the dictatorial manner
without consulting the Senate.
believe to be an effort by certain
1986 General Assembly along
in which the Democratic majoriwhich prompted some animosiHouse members to stake out a
with a few other key items.
ty, even though the rules
ty runs things.
larger section of legislative
Speaker Don Blandford and
changes now seem bogged down
prerogatives for themselves.
the rest of his leadership team
With so many unknown facin the House Democratic
are facing their first real test at
tors, it may be just as incaucus.
The new House leadership has
the helm of the often boisterous
teresting to see how the 1986
The Senate, though, may also
proposed some sweeping
House.
General Assembly gets its work
find itself in a minor uproar as
changes in the way the
done, rather than what it
In the more sedate Senate, legislature conducts its
members position themselves to
President Pro Tern Joe Prather
accomplishes.
succeed Prather
business, from the manner in
is entering his last session, ending a decade as first among
equals and prompting what
could become a pitched battle to
succeed him.
The circumstances combine to
pose a pestering -question as
Kentucky's legislators make
their biennial trek to Frankfort
for 60 days of lawmaking,lobbying, politicking and occasional
merriment: Who, if anyone, will
step forward to lead this
legislative household?
Collins has shown no inclination to exert the power of the
governor's office over the dayto-day activities on the third
floor of the Capitol. And there
are those who say that no governor can ever do that again in
these days of what has
euphemistically been called
legislative independence.
The House poses the greatest
question.
It has not been uncommon in
previous years to watch as
representatives played practical jokes on one another —
stealing shoes from unsuspecting lawmakers seeking relief
from aching feet, or spiking a
handy can of nuts with chili
powder.
Lawmakers have also been
known to let loose with a
to Mr. and Mrs. William Gold, a
Ten years ago
was held Jan. 4 at Murray City
cacophony of animal noises —
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fooks,
was
Jones
The home of Hollie
Hall.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
barking, howling, mooing, gobdestroyed by fire yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
rushing, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
bling and occasionally whinnyabout 12:30 a.m.
will obsgrve their 62nd wedding
ing or neighing.
Hendrickson, a boy to
Bobby
They
Melissa Easley was sworn in
anniversary on Jan.
Mrs. Howard Damon
and
Mr.
Hijinks aside, Blandford and
Murray
the
as a new member of
reside with their daughter, Mrs.
House Majority Floor Leader
Mathis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Board of Education. Don Henry
Laura Jennings.
James Lewis Lovett. a girl to
Greg Stumbo have said they will
is chairman and Maurice Ryan
Dr. C.S. Lowry will speak at a
Mr. and Mrs. Nile Junior Luffmake no attempt to sidetrack-or
is vice chairman.
meeting of Murray-Calloway
obstruct any bill that any
man and a girl to Mr.And Mrs.
new
as
in
Jo Crass was sworn
County_ Retired.. Teachers
Ronald Lockhart.
member can get voted out of
clerk for city of Murray. She
Association' on Jan. 11 at
committee.
replaces Stanford Andrus who is
Calloway Public Library.
If, as many people expect,
retiring after 16 years of
The Rev. and Mrs. Coy Garmore than 2,000 bills and resoluservice
rett presented a program at a
tions are introduced in 1986 —
meeting of WSCS of Mason's
with perhaps three-fourths in
New officers of MulTay Civic
Methodist Church held at
Chapel
the House alone — the task of
Music Association are A.W. Simthe home of Mrs. Douglas
put
managing those bills could
mons Jr., John Winter, Joe
Shoemaker.
the House in a hopeless gridlock.
Prince, Richard Farrell, Irma
Thirty years ago
be
The situation could
La Follette and Neva Gray
is the new MurWarren
011is
especthlly trying for Stumbo,
Allbritten.
Serving with
Chief.
Police
ray
House's
whae job it is to be the
Stephen F. Erwin, son of Mr.
Marr, O.D.
Charles
are
him
traffic cop, directing the flow of
Rt.
of
Erwin
and Mrs. Buren F.
Leo
Lovins,
Norman
Warren,
bills.
1, Hazel, has been promoted to
Witherspoon,James
Alexander,
The two-week special session
Air
U.S.
staff sergeant with
Rob H. Lamb, W.B. Parker,
in July was no indication of how
Force at Hahn AB, Germany.
James Parker and J.M. Weeks.
the House leadership will work
Twenty years ago
H. Glenn Doran of Murray has
of
during the hectic waning days
The first baby of 1966 in
appointed as a member of
been
a regular session. In July, fewer
Calloway County was a baby boy
Board of Education by
Kentucky
than a dozen bills were conborn to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Gov. A.B.-Chandler.
Kentucky
sidered. In late March, more
Wayne Ford of Dexter. He was
Miss Norma Lassiter,
than that could be scheduled for
born on Jan. 4.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pura vote on a single day.
dom Lassiter, and Bill. Farrell,
.Max Hurt- and Barletin
Many veteran lobbyists, and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin HarWrather presented a lesson on
some senators, privately say
rell, were married Dec. 26 at
"Know Your Community" at a
that it will be up to the upper
home of bride's parents.
excesses
the
leaders
lesson
contain
to
meeting for main
chamber
Recent births reported at
of the varioUs Calloway County
of the House
Hospital include a boy
Murray
event
chamber
The
each
Historically,
Homemakers Club.
..
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Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Mrs. Dorothy Harper,
821 North 11th St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Robbie
Orr, 1660 Calloway Ave.,
Murray;
Leonard Clayton, Rt.
1, Box 247, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ezma
Palmer, 5403 Southwest
Second Place, Coral
Gables, Fla.;
Mrs. Mary Hull, Rt. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Eula McCullough, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Patricia Johnson, 115
Spruce, Murray.
----

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Jan. 3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Eldridge baby girl,
parents, Jerry and
Teresa, Rt. 5, Murray;
Frantz baby boy,
parents, Richard and
Christina Krainer, 1106
Pogue Ave., Murray;
Bailey baby boy,
parents, Stephen and
Cindy, 1902 Greenbrier,
Murray;
Guinyard baby boy,
mother. Brenda, 800
Curtis St., Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Ms. Joetta McBurney,
605 Pine St., Murray;
Mrs. Carolyn Steen, Box
18, Almo; Mrs. Sally
Rogers, Rt. 1, Box 104,
Almo;
Seale, 407
Willia1
nth St., MurNorth S
ray; Mjs Susan Montgomery, Rt. 1, Box 94,
Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Marcia Noel and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
31A. Dexter; Mrs. Corinne Wilson, Rt. 7, Box
870, Murray;

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Jan. 4, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elkins baby boy,
parents, Anthony and
Leslie, Rt. 1, Box 50,
Dexter;
Mohon baby girl,
parents, Randy and
Christine, Box 1104,
Paris, Tenn.;
Harrell baby girl,
parents, Ben and Londa,
Rt, 1, Box 82, Hardin;
Blanchard baby boy,

Carriers
Needed

parents, Jim and Kennita, Rt. 1, Box 671,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Miss Dorothy
Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Austin West,
Rt. 5, Mayfield; Paul
Beecham, Rt. 2, Box
139, Hazel;
Mrs. Mary Fones, 509
Beale St., Murray; Miss
Marsha Ernstberger,
1312 Valleywood Dr..
Paris, Tenn.;
Cameron Roberts, 705
South Four* St., Murray; Darin Harness, Rt.
2, Hazel; James
Doughrity, Rt. 6, Box
368, Mayfield;
Miss Debra Norman,
Rt. 5, Box 504, Benton;
Vincent Alton, 203 North
16th St., Murray; Edwin
Jennings, Rt. 2, Box 89,
Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly
Phillips and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 182, Hazel;
Mrs. Carrie Pace, 721
Nash Dr., Murray;
Norman Bennett, Rt.
1, Almo; Mrs. Lula
White, '1806 Parklane
Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Brenda Satterwhite, Rt.
2, Murray;
Thomas Manis, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Edith
Cohoon, 903% PAplar
St., Murray; Mrs. N(erble Lewis, Box 2, Alino;
Mrs. Muriel Roberts,
923 North 18th St., Mur-

EATONTON, Ga.
(AP) - Organizers are
hoping Alice Walker will
come home to this central Georgia city for a
special screening of
"The Color Purple," the
Steven Spielberg hit
movie based on her
Pulitzer Prize-winning

2 Eggs, Bacon or Sausage, Choice
of Biscuits and Gravy or Toast
$ 'I 65

David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

II

(Good Monday-Friday)

Open: Mon-Sat 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAURANT

\

parents, Rickey and
Ruby. Box 193, Henry.,
Tenn.
-Dismissals
Mrs. Teresa Eldridge
and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Murray; Brian McClain, Rt. 3, Box 335,
Benton;
Mrs. Marilyn
Delaney,2216 Gatesboro
Circle, Murray; Mrs.
Jacqueline Welker, Rt.
3, Dover, Tenn.;
Matthew Frantom,
Rt. 2, Box 39A, Springville, Tenn.; Novice
Doublin, 419 Lochridge,
Mayfield.;
Ricky Nance, 920
North 18th St., Murray;
Mrs. Ila Zaremba, 506
North Fifth St.; Floyd
Wilkerson, Rt. 1, Box 71,
Dexter;
Obid Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Box 36C, Almo; Mrs.
Johnnie Franklin, Rt. 1,
Wingo; J.W. Walls (expired) 800 Pine St.,
Murray.

Town_wants Walker

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Apply in person.
See

Ledger & Times

ray; Mrs. Gladys Pettit,
Rt. 4, Box 24, Murray;
Festus Futrell, Rt. 3,
Box 141, Murray; ,,Mrs.
Kathleen Overby, 308
North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Fannie Owen (expired) Box 374, Hazel.
---Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday,
Jan. 5, have been rekeased as follows:
Newborn admissions
Dyer baby girl,
parents, William and
Eula, Rt. 6, Box 205,
Murray;
Andrus baby boy,
parents, James and
Karen, Rt. 1, Box 108A,
Dexter;
Leslie baby boy,
parents, Roger and
Sabrina, Rt. 1, Almo;
Starks baby girl,
parents, Marvin and
Deborah, Rt. 2, Benton;
McFarland baby boy,

759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

novel.
Proceeds from two
screenings Jan. 18 and
an accompa_nying
reception will gip to the
new 4.'-Color Purple
Scholarship Fund" at
Putnam County High
School, said Ruth
Walker Hood of Atlanta,
the novelist's sister.
Ms. Hood said she also
wanted the novelist's
hometown to see the
movie, which stars
Whoopi Goldberg.
"Tile Color Purple,"
winner of the 1983
Pulitzer Prize for fiction, tells the story of a
black rural Georgia
woman in the early part
of the 20th century. Ms.
Walker has said the
book has its roots in the
experiences of women
in her Putnam County
family.

WOW presents awards
SPECIAL AWARDS were presented recently at a Woodmen of the World
Family Night meeting held at West Kentucky W.O.W. Youth Camp on U.S.
Highway 641 North. In top picture, T.C. Collie, left, presents a Conservation
Award to Jackie Butterworth, right, citing the many conservation practices
he has used in Calloway County. In the bottom picture Allen Rose, right,
presents an Outstanding Citizen Award to Dr. C.C. Lowry, left, for his many
outstanding contributions to Murray and Calloway County community.

--Persons now
marrying more

Now Is The Time To Refinance
Your Existing Loans At
Our Low Bank Rates!
11
,

Call us about refinancing your existing
car loans,truck loans, boat loans, business
loans,first or second mortgage loans Now
is the time to restructure your existing loans
at our low bank rates
Let one of our experienced loan officers
evaluate your present situation and
develop the right package for you. Call
us today!

NEW YORK (AP) Despite the high divorce
rate in this country,
members of the baby
boom generation are
traditional, optimistic,
and marrying in record
numbers, according to.
an article in Bride's
magazine.
"Divorce has colored
our attitude toward
marriage," notes the
author, Art Carey.
Children of divorce are
more aware of the problems of marriage, and
they often try harder to
avoid these problems,
he explains.
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central center 713-3314
Make a note and check
with us before you renew your present Auto
or Homeowners insurance It will pay you to
compare our broad coverages and competitive
rates You might save
some money
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vaccine recommendations to veterinarians,
calling for three-year
shots as the most effective method of rabies
protection.
Three-year shots, by
affording longer protection, increase the
chances of having more
protected pets among
the animal population,
said Dr. Leigh Sawyer,
a CDC rabies specialist.
"By encouraging the
public and
veterinarians to use the
triennial vaccines,
we're hoping to be sure
to cover people who
don't come back" every

year with their pets, she
said.
The greatest danger
in rabies control is not
from pets, but from wild
animals, the CDC said.
Control of the disease in
foxes, skunks, raccoons
and other animals "is
very difficult," the
Atlanta-based health
agency said.
"It will be a long time
before we see zero
rabies in wiltfire, if
ever, so we will never
see zero rabies in
domestic animals unless we get them all
vaccinated," Sawyer
said.

Jay Osmond files suit

CHEW CHASE
DAN AYKAOYp il

• No Application Fee
• No Origination Fee
• Rate Fixed for Entire
Term of Loan

Number
of monthly
Payments

ATLANTA (AP) Although many local
governments require
yearly rabies vaccinations for dogs and cats,
federal health officials
recommend use of a
three-year vaccine to
better protect the pet
population from the
fatal disease.
The national Centers
for Disease Control
issued its annual rabies

CINE 1 & 2

Paducah (502) 442-9171
Murray (502) 759-1630
Benton (502) 527-3193

Amount
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Shots recommended for pets

Dan McNutt
Stets Auto Inesarenato
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,depend

explosions.
Osmond seeks return
of a $130006 investment
plus interest and $30,000
In punitive damages.
He sued J. Gary
Sheets, president of CFS
Financial Corp., whose
wife Kathy Webb
Sheets, died in the Oct.
16 blasts. Among others
named in the suit are
Terri R. Christensen,
widow of Stephen
Christensen, the other
blast victim. Osmond
claims Sheets improperFREE ELECTRONIC ly invested $30,000 he
HEARING TEST
gave him on June 3.
in your home or our office
Sheets declined to
StRv*C E ON AU MAKES
comment
•fn 140*,* urvitei
'
Police first suspected
A ••c•••‘*•••
• Sew.. •••
Doc,*
• FA
CFS was the link bet•f •*.t.os.r. Iteono*,e c•r1.1.,
,
••••••ng S*,..ce No
ween the bombings
•frtf anstysn ofintx f***.*Nive
because Christensen
was Sheets' business
associate. But on Oct. 16
a third bomb explosion
•HEARINGAID SERME Injured documents
dealer Mark Hofmann,
310 S. ath St.
who had been working
Mayfield, Ky.
with Sheets and
InChristensen
Mrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler,1--- 4restigators said HofAuthorized &Moo& ' mann Is their prime
suspect, but no charges
Dealer
have been filed.

SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) - Jay Osmond of
the Osmond Brothers
singing group is suing a
financial adviser whose
wife was one of two people killed in pipe bomb

HEARING
AIDS}

247-8654
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Tennis play Thursday
Winter Ladies Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will meet at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Jan.
9, at parking lot at entrance of Murray-Calloway
County Park to go to Kenlake Tennis Court to
play at 9 a.m. Pairings are as follows: Court One
— Marilyn Adkins, Martha Andrus, Marilyn Germann and Carol Waller; Court Two — Mug
Rigsby, Vicky Holton, Eileen Portner and Annette Alexander. A substitute will be Norma
Frank. Any other members interested in playing
may call Mrs. Andrus.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Donald
Shaw of Murray from Western Baptist; James
Nance of Farmington from Lourdes.

DATEBOOK
Scholarships available
The Rural Kentucky Medical Scholarship
Fund is accepting applications from residents of
Kentucky who have been accepted at the University of Kentucky College of Medicine or the
University of Louisville Medical School. The
fund provides a $5,000 loan per year to a recipient
who is willing to practice and reside ina rural
county in Kentucky for one year for each loan
received. Special forgiveness of loans is
available to those who practice in one of Kentucky's critical counties. The fund is the oldest
and most successful of its kind in the nation. In
its 40 years, the Rural Kentucky Medical
Scholarship fund has loaned more than $2.50
million and has placed approximately 500 physicians in rural Kentucky. Sixty percent of the

Wednesday,Jan.8
Tuesday, Jan. 7
Monday,Jan.6
blood pressure'
Free
District
Southwestern
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at Dental Associates Socie- checks will be given
8 p.m. at First Christian ty will meet at 7:30 p.m. from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Church. For Informa- at West Kentucky Voca- Hazel Community
tion call 75 3-0061, tional Technical School, Center, but center will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2
762-3399, 753-7764 or Paducah.
p.m. for activities by
—
—
—
—
753-7663.
Kappa Department of senior citizens.
————
————
Higher Education Murray Woman's Club
Douglas Center will
Rally will be at 7:30 is scheduled to meet at
be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in theatre of 6:30 p.m.
p.m. for activities by
————
Paducah Community
citizens.
senior
p.m.
8
at
meet
will
AA
taCollege. For transpor
————
tion persons should be at at American Legion
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Sixth
South
,
Building
Centre
Commerce
will meet as follows:
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Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
— ———
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————
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sity Lady Racers will ty Hospital will be at Grove at 10 a.m. at Ellis
play Southern Indiana Douglas Center, Mur- Center; South Pleasant
in a basketball game at ray, from 10 a.m. to Grove and Pacers,
7:30 p.m. in Racer nooji and at Coldwater places not announced.
————
ch of Christ from
Arena. Admission is
Murray Bass Club is
3:30 p.m.
1:30
free.
scheduled to meet at
.,_
————
Diet and Diabetes will 6:30 van. at Sirloin
Calloway County High
School graduating class meet at 2 p.m., Explorer Stockade.
————
of 1976 will meet to plan Post 803 will meet at
nt Prayer
Covena
d
Prepare
and
p.m.
a reunion at 7 p.m. at 6:30
United
Western Sizzlin Childbirth Class will Group of First
will
Church
t
Methodis
in
all
p.m.,
7
at
meet
Restaurant.
third floor classroom, meet at 10 a.m.
————
————
Murray Women of the Murray-Calloway CounCircles of First United
Moose will meet at 7 ty Hospital.
Methodist Church
————
p.m. for aerobic
A Social Security Women will meet as
exercise.
Represenative will be at follows: Wesleyan with
————
e at 7
Local Chapter of Robert 0. Miller Court Alice Koeneck
at
Wilson
Ruth
p.m.;
10
from
Annex
House
Parents Anonymous
church and Hannah with
jm. to noon.
will meet from4. to S
Kay Gupton at 7:
——— —
p.m. For information
Murray Moose Lodge
call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
Ladies Bible Class
will have a business
————
at
South Pleasant Grove meeting at 8 p.m. with will meet at 10 a.m.
Church of
ty
Universi
7
at
meet
to
ist
officers
Method
United
Christ.
Church Women will
————
—
—
—
—
at
p.m.
7
at
meet
January Bible Study
Story Hours will be at
churdh.
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. will begin at 6:30 p.m. at
————
Baptist Church.
January Bible Study at Calloway Public First
————
at
Library.
p.m.
6:30
at
will start
-Calloway
Murray
—
———
First Baptist Church.
Calloway County County Ministerial
————
ion wlllmeet at
'Kentucky Barkley Band Boosters Club is Associat
12:30 p.m. at Golden
7
at
meet
to
d
are
schedule
Gals
'n
Bass
Restaurant.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. in band room of Corral
————
Calloway County High
ment Support
Bereave
School.
Group will meet at 9:30
—
—
—
—
Murray Lodge NO. 105
Jackson Purchase a.m. and Living with
Free and Accepted
Club will meet at Diabetes will meet at 2
Doll
Masons will met at 7:30
noon at Sirloin p.m., both in Third
p.m. at lodge hall.
Floor Classroom,
.
Stockade
— ———
Murray-Calloway Coun—
—
—
—
Tuesday,Jan. 7
(take ty Hospital.
TOPS
Murray
Mothers' Morning Out
————
off pounds sensibly)
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Murray Moose Lodge
at 7 p.m.
meet
will
Club
United Methodist
at Calloway Health will have a lasagna
Church.
family supper at 5 p.m.
Center.
— ——
at lodge hall.
—
—
—
—
United
Fir s
————
Murray Assembly No.
t Church
Meth
Events at Calloway
of the Rainbow
Order
19
meet at
Women
for Girls will meet at 7 Public Library will in11:30 a.m. for lunch in
clude Parents and Twos
p.m. at lodge hall.
social hall with program
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
— ———
and general meeting at
Free blood pressure Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
noon. Executive Comtests, will be given from 3:30 p.m.
mittee will meet at 10:15
— ———
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
a.m.
Seventh-day Adventist
————
Church.
Dorothy Group of
— ———
First Baptist Church
Senior citizens ac11
at
meet
WMIJ will
tivities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Fellowship Hall
a.m. at Dexter Center;
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
of church.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at (AP) — An ultra ————
Hazel and Douglas sensitive detector made
January Bible Study
Centers; from 10 a.m. to of man-made sapphire
will start at 6:30 p.m. at
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
is being used by UniverFirst Baptist Church..
sity of Rochester scienWednesday,Janir
tists in a search for one
of
Bea Walker Group
Goshen United of the most elusive
First Baptist Church Methodist Church
in the
WMIJ will meet at 7:30 Women will meet at 7 phenomena
y
gravit
se:
univer
p.m. with Lucy Lilly.
p.m. at church.
waves.

seafood; retail and wholesale beef chart; table
for cooking vegetables; calorie counter; quantity cooking; and substitutions for ingredients. Officers and committee members of the circle include Darma Crouse, Sherri Mohler, Mary J.
Johnson, Jo Nell Mohler, Wanda Johnson, Barbara Karnes, Norma Karnes, Pam Scott, Sheila
smith and Barbara Witte.

recipients are still practicing in rural or citical
areas of the state and another 16 percent are still
practicing in metropolitan areas in Kentucky.
Anyone interested in applying for a scholarship
should contact the RKMSF Office at the Kentucky Medical Association Headquarters, 3532
Ephraim McDowell Dr., Louisville, Ky. 40205, or
call 1-459-9790. Deadline for applications is April
1, 1986.

Kappas plan meeting

Cookbook published

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 7, at R - 30 p.m. at the
club house. Kay Todd will be in charge of the program on "PMS," according to the program
schedule. Hostesses listed include Rita Ford.
Tonda Thomas, Mary Shipley, Judy Tucker and
Diane Jones.

The Faith and Works Circle of the Kirksey
,
United Methodist Church has had a cookbook
contains
book
The
d.
publishe
k,
Country Cookboo
circle
a collection of recipes by members of the
cooking;
in
used
terms
tors;
and other contribu
food processes; daily nutrients, leaves, weeds
and
and other good things; meats, poultry

Coming events are announced
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Girl's Wise Words
Really Will Be
Carved in Stone

Dean,

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: An 11-year-old girl
named Jill Turner read a letter in
your-:column from a Texas woman
who wanted to donate her organs
after her death but couldn't get
anyone in her family to sign the
permission papers because they were
against donating organs.•
Jill wrote to you saying that Andy,
her 9-year-old brother, had died last

August, but losing Andy didn't b urt
so much because his corneas were
transplanted in the eyes of a blind
person, and now that blind person
can see. She added: "Abby, that
lady in Texas should tell her family,
'Just because you are against something doesn't give you the right to
decide for-everybody else."
You responded:"Dear Jill: Thank

you for stating a principle that
deserves to be carved in stone. You
have centuries of wisdom stored in
that 11-year-old head. Please write
again and send me your address. I
have a gift for you."
Well, Abby, I also have a gift for
Jill because her principle does,
indeed, "deserve-to be carved in
stone." And it will be.

In northeastern Oregon, a 210acre, admission-free park is being
created to record and display "centuries of American wisdom." Letters
50 feet high-. will speD out THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA—
IN GOD WE TRUST,and beneath it
will be a monument containing
67,460 individual 700-pound manmade stones. On the granite face of
each stone, individuals, families or
groups may place a "message'
reflecting our nation's collective
patriotism, religious heritage and
wisdom.
My gift to Jill Turner will be her
message carved in stone so that 11year-olds, 30-year-olds, 80-year-olds
and everyone now and in the future
may learn that: "Just because you
are against something doesn't give
you the right to decide for everybody
else.—Jill Turner"
You may sign this ...
BECKY RUST,

Ablw%

Radio ihaek

Different sale items in different stores, but all stores are
loaded with budget pleasers. many not mentioned here
Hurry in for best selection!

R RED—TAG SALE!

AIIMSOUND
35% to 59%

RADIOIPHONOS
20% to 480/0

OFF
CASSETTE PORTABLES

EQUIPMENT
33% to 50%

500/0
OFF

20% to
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OFF
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40%
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Comfortable!
Discover the magic of headphone stereo' Cushioned earcups seal out noise, seal in
music Padded headband,
033-993

Stock up on cassette recording
tape and save' For normal bias
settings With hinged storage
- box No lime-044-602/603

You
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /look Store or Dealer Nearest
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ow
cast
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areas
Tawoore,
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2-way speakers AC/battery op- oration 014-765 Eisner*.*WI
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)
DEALINN

as.
DEAR ABBY: Having benefited
from a corneal transplant myself in
1981, the letter from 11-year-old Jill
Turner caught my attention.
Let me say that Jill's letter not
only brought tears to the eyes of this
jaded old educator, renewed my hope
in our youth and made my day, but
it convinced me that this little lady
should be appointed to head a
presidential committee for the
elimination of ignorance in the
United States.
Tell Jill if she ever wants to run
for office, she has my vote.
ANTHONY PIERULLA,
ST. PHILIP'S COLLEGE,
SAN ANTONIO,TEXAS

MOUNDSVILLE, W.Va.(AP) decrepit, 120-year-old peniten— Jeering inmates who seized
tiary for two days, and killed
the West Virginia Penitentiary
three fellow inmates bee the
mutilated the bodies of fellow
last hostages were released Friprisoners they believed to inday and the state regained
formers, say former hostages
control.
who witnessed the attacks.
Gov. Arch Moore has said ofOne guard held hostage during
ficials believe a group of
last week's uprising was forced
mtpes acted as "judge, jury and
to watch as inmates "carved
executioner" of prisoners
up" another prisoner, correcsuspected of informing on
tional officers said Sunday.
others.
"They made him watch. They
Although Corrections Departput on a show for him," one ofment policy prohibits officers
ficer said.
from speaking to reporters,
The body of inmate Kent She, several spoke on condition of
a convicted child molester and
anonymity and said hostages
killer, was then dragged up and
witnessed the deaths of She and
down a cellblock as other
fellow inmate Jeff Atkinson,
prisoners kicked and spit on It,_ who was serving a life sentence
guards said.
. for murdering a pregnant
Correctional officer Russell, woman.
Lorentz, 42, of Moundsville, was
The slaying of Atkinson was
being treated Sunday for an
seen by a guard who "had tilted
"anxiety reaction" and influenhis head back so he could peer
za at Reynolds Memorial out from behind a blindfold,"
Hospital, officials said. He was one correctional officer said.
listed in fair condition.
He said the inmates apparentLorentz was one of 16 hostages
ly cut out Atkinson's heart.
seized in the New Year's Day
"He saw blood all over. Then
uprising by hunates brandishing
he heard one guy say, 'It's
homemade knives and spears. amazing how this little thing will
Prisoners controlled the
keep a fellow alive."

Nelsons's crash still baffles officials
DE KALB, Texas(AP)— The
Investigation into the New
Year's Eve plane crash that killed singer Ricky Nelson and six
other people has yielded hundreds of clues, but authorities
are still uncertain what caused
the accident, a federal official
says.
Services were scheduled today in California for the 45-yearold singer, who rose to fame on
television's "The Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet," and went on
to build a career as a teen-age
heartthrob and pop entertainer.
At the scene of the DC-3 crash
In northeast Texas, federal investigators were finishing up
their work, said Jim Burnett,
chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board.

Many plammel to leave the site
today after much of the
wreckage is moved to a Dallasarea storage company, he said.
"We probably have a thousand clues, but we're unable to
recognize what they're cluing us
to at this point," said Burnett.
More than a dozen safety
board experts spent most of Sunday writing the first series of
reports documenting every
aspect of the crash of the DC-3.
They also will study infrared
photographs of the site,
eyewitness reports, strength
and stress analyses and a variety of other information.
It is expected to be six to nine
months before a probable cause
Is determined, officials said

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 7, 1986
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Some attention paid to balancing
Conservativeness borders upon
rigidity today. You'll profit from the the books shows that you're not as
good advice others offer. Lighten up bad off as you thought. Still, accent
thrift and moderation.
your viewpoint for success.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You've been taking yourself
One door seems closed to you
regarding a financial matter. You'll awfully seriously lately. Self-denial is
tust have to open up a door some- just got your style. Buy yourself a
where else. Partners are cooperative
APRICORN
and helpful.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
It's time for you to break your
(May 21 to June 20)
This is no time to shun responsi- silence. You've been keeping too
bility. It's in your power to lend a much to yourself. Bend the ear of a
helping hand. A relationship reaches friend and you'll feel better.
a turning point. Strive for coopera- AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
tion.
You'll get something accomplished
CANCER
along business lines, but a meeting
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll feel pressures on the job with associates isn't exactly fun. Seek
now. It's all right to ask for assis- those of like mind
tance. Don't carry the whole world on PISCES
/ow
your shoulders. Evening is best for (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Higher ups are cautious today and
you.
not prone to grant favors. Still, career
LEO
gets a boost through the influence of
(July 23 to Aug.22)
. Responsibilities arise in connec- friends and advisers.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
tion with children. Lunch is best for
mixing business and pleasure Save analytical mentality but can be too
critical at times. Though philosophic
night-time hours for family.
in outlook, you have your moments of
VIRGO
self-righteousness. You should have
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Either a parent asks for your help no trouble commercializing your
or extra household duties arise now. mental or creative talents. In business
Keep"In toueh with relatives whotve you may have a special talent for
banking and finances. Often, you
far away from you
serve in some advisory capacity You
LIBRA
eat work better on your own than in
(Sept 23 to Oct22)
-Though you feel a bit tongue-tied, partnership. Birthday of: Charles
Woi best to get things off your chest. Addiuns, cartoonist; William Peter
Blatty, novelist; Jean-Pierre Rarnpal.
News comes about a money matter
flutist.
too
worry
to
tendency
a
curtail
ut h

oltE

A

Big Savings on These January Bargains and Many More!
Stereo Cassette
Cassette Tapes
Full-Size Stereo
JurnboButton
Portable
Now Half Price!
Headphones
Telephone
SCR-15 by Realistic

1495

current issue, which featured an
interview she had written. It
began: "Mr. D. Eweldt, the
renowned and distinguished
principal of James Monroe
Elementary School, consented
to this interview for The Mirror."
(It was flawless.)
Congratulations, Jill. I predict
that you will go far. Please take
good care of yourself. America
needs young people like you.

Hostages recount brutal uprising

CLOCKSICALCULATORS
27% to

ELECTRONIC PARTS
86%
to
14%

Special Purchase!

DEAR BECKY: What a wonderfully appropriate gift! I
phoned Jill Turner at her home
in Fountain Valley, Calif., and
learned something about this
remarkable 1 1-year-old advocate of human rights.
Her mother, Liz, is a nurse,
and her father, C.J. Turner, is
an engineer for McDonnell
Douglas in Long Beach. Jill was
the eldest ofthree children. Andy
(her recently deceased brother,
whom she adored) was 17
months younger. Jared, now 6,
is something of a mathematical
"genius," having learned to add
and subtract when he was 2!
Jill's hobbies are painting,
swimming,creative writing and
reading. (She reads about 10
books a week.) Jill also collects
coins and rocks. She's active in
the 4-H Club and has two
rabbits, two guinea pigs, one
chinchilla, one lizard, one hamster and one cat named Lance.
Jill is in the sixth grade at
Monroe Elementary School and
Is the editor-in-chief of her
homeroom newspaper, the
Monroe Mirror. She sent me the

offi

c
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Supplies, low foreign demand Will keep crop prices down
WASHINGTON (AP) ment's Economic
— Agriculture Depart- Research Service
ment economists say
Livestock receipts
downward pressure will
continue on crop prices may rise slightly,
through 1986 because of reflecting small gains
large supplies and stag- for poultry and dairy
because of larger
nant foreign demand
Total cash receipts of marketings. Hog
fawners from the sale of receipts are expected to
crops and livestock are increase as-ft result of
expected to decline by higher prices, but cattle
as much as 4 percent receipts may hold about
from last year, with steady with last year as
crops accounting for all lower production is offof the loss, according to set by higher prices.
"The decline in 1986
a report by the depart-

percent, as bined to create huge fundamental changes in
crop receipts will likely President Reagan just crops fell 13
output and carryover stocks," the farm programs or sudnear-record
will
—
Christmas
before
come during the second
den developments in the
foreign and report said.
half of the year," the be designed and carried lackluster
immediate export market, the
demand comBarring
domestic
out.
report said. "Continued
low prices are expected
to combine with a— __In reviewing what
smaller output from the happened last year, the
1986 harvest to leave report said that prices
cash receipts below received by farmers for
all commodities drop1985."
ped about 10 percent.
WASHINGTON (AP) $198.9 billion at the end said. Real estate and
However, the report That was the sharpest — Preliminary figures of 1985, the same as on non-real estate debt
noted that there is still annual decline since show that
U.S. farm Nljte ec. 31, 1084, the depart- each' declined about 4
uncertainty about how 1953, a year when the debt
leveled off in 1985 ifent's Economic percent.
provisions of the Food Korean War was win- and in some major Research Service said
"However, a surge in
Security Act of 1985 — ding down.
categories may actually in the January issue of CCC loan activity dur"Prices received for
the farm bill signed by
have declined, accor- Agricultural Outlook, ing the third and fourth
Excluding price sup- quarters of 1985 offset
ding to Agriculture
port
loans made by the declines in the other
Department
_ _
department's Commodi- debt categories," the
economists.
Not counting what ty Credit Corp., 1985 report said. -Cash grain
families owe on homes, farm debt was farms, which account
furnishings and other estimated to have drop- for about 25 percent of
household items, total ped between 2 percent all farms, hold about
farm
debt "was likely" and 6 percent from the one-third of all farm
from
over
left
stocks
acre
bushels per
debt. Meat animal
translates into almost previous harvests, the to have been about 1984 level, the report
of
supply
world
total
three tons per acre.
All told, according to grain in 1985-86 is
USDA, world grain pro- estimated at nearly 1.9
duction in 1985-86 is pro- billion tons, including
jected at more than 433.5 million tons held in
1.667 billion tons. Of the United States.
that, U.S. farmers are
That is the quantity of
credited with 341.4
grain the world's
million tons.
WASHINGTON (AP) 2.4 percent of Canada's big concern, if we saw a
Total grain includes leading producers have
New planting techni- 34 million acres of shift of that
—
the
in
needs
all
meet
to
wheat, coarse grains
ques
and improved wheat this year. But the magnitude," Schwensen
such as corn and barley, current year, including
are helping the trend has started to said. "It would mean
varieties
consumption
domestic
and milled rice.
belt edge alert a few commodity more competition from
winter
wheat
Including global and export demand.
Canada" in selling hard,
farther north, a develop- watchers.
red winter wheat to
ment that U.S. grain ex"We're aware of It." foreign buyers, the chief
perts are beginning to
Carl Schwensen, ex- kind grown in the United
watch carefully.
ecutive vice president of States.
For example, the National Association
As a rule-of-thumb,
cellulose can't be effi- fibers.
Canada's winter wheat of Wheat Growers said wheat planted in the fall
Ann Whitehead, paciently digested by catacreage has increased Monday in a telephone and harvested the
tle. A plant substance tent coordinator for the 16-fold in the last
four interview. "But we following summer has
called lignin glues USDA agency, said that years, from
fewer than haven't performed any larger yields. But it can
cellulose fibers together rights to the commer- 50,000 acres in
1981 to analysis of what the im- die in the bitter cold
and shields them from cial use of the process 350,000 acres in 1984
and pact may be or whether winters of the north. So,
bacteria in the animal's have been granted to more than 800,000
acres the trend will continue." farmers use wheat that
Food and Energy in 1985,
digestive tract."
according to
Suppose the trend to is suited for planting in
But Gould said that Breakthru, Madison, Agriculture
Depart- winter wheat does con- the spring, to be
treating the stalks with Wis.; Birks Agricultural ment
estimates.
tinue to grow in harvested later the
hydrogen peroxide — a Products, St. Paul,
same year.
Canada?
The
wheat
winter
common product found Minn.; and Interox
Kansas, for example,
we
"In that case,
in many family America, Houston. A area, however, still
is the leading U.S.
a
have
would
definitely
only
about
represents
medicine cabinets — fourth company,

Farm debt leveled off during 1985,
may have declined in some areas

Nearly one-fourth of world's grain
is being stored in the United States
WASHINGTON (AP)
— As 1986 begins, the
world's pantry is wellstocked with a record inventory of grain, nearly
a fourth of it stored In
the United States where
abundant crops have
helped depress prices.
The Agriculture
Department's most recent analysis provides
some mind-boggling
figures about the world
grain situation.
Keep in mind that the

quantities are expressed in metric tons, the
unit favored in international marketing. A
metric ton is about 2,205
pounds and is equal to
38.7 bushels of wheat or
soybeans, or 39.4
bushels of corn.
In other words, the
record 1985 U.S. corn
harvest of 8.72 billion
bushels equaled about
221.4 million metric
tons. The yield of 116.6

The process was invented by J. Michael
Gould, a biochemist in
USDA's Agricultural
Research Service at the
agency's Northern
Research Center,
Peoria, Ill., officials
said.
"The leaves, stalks
alTestems of crops like
corn, wheat, oats, rice
and barley pack a lot of
carbohydrate energy in
the form of fibrous
cellulose," Gould said in
a statment released
here by the department.
"Normally, the

dissolves the lignin so Southwest Rio-energy,
that the digestive Clovis, N.M., will
bacteria in cattle, sheep "probably be licensed"
and other ruminant in the near future, she
animals can reach the said.

Dairy farms are still operating at a profit
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Despite lower milk
prices, dairy farmers,
on the average, still are
operating at a profit this
year, according to a new
reriort by the
Agriculture
Department.
Nationally, the report
said, producers are expected to gross $13.72
per 100 pounds of milk
sold this year, including
allowances for the sales
of culled cows, calves
and replacements. Cash
expenses were forecast
at $9.62 per hundredweight, and capital
replacement, $1.57.
That would leave a cash

margin of $2.53 per 100
pounds of milk.
In 1964, gross proceeds averaged $14.44
per 100 pounds of milk,
and with cash expenses
at $10.50 per hundredweight and capital
replacement at $1.56,
the average net was
$2.38.
Dairy farming, the
report showed, was the
only livestock enterprise toeshow a profit
consistekly during the
1981-84 period.
But even dairying has
taken its lumps the last
five years. In 1981, for
example, cash receipts

from the sale of milk
alone — not counting
allowances for livestock
sales — averaged $13.69
per hundredweight,
dropping by this year to
$12.67.
Although the report
included projections for
1986 and 1987, those
were done under an
assumption that government milk supports
would remain at the current rate of $11.60 per
100 pounds and that
there would be no program to curb production
directly.
The 1985 farm bill
passed by the House and

Senate, however, included a freeze on the
current support in 1986,
followed by a 25-cent
reduction on Jan. 1,
1987, and further
decreases if surpluses
continue.
Also, the farm bill
calls for an 18-month
program aimed at sending 800,000 unneeded
dairy cows to slaughter.
The buy-out program
would be financed at
least in part by an
assessment on producers of 40 cents per 100 pounds of milk,
dropping to 25 cents in
1987.

Corn farmers have more under loan
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Corn farmers• have
put a greater amount of
this fall's harvest under
price support loan than
they did a year ago, but
they're still a long way
from driving up market
prices, Agriculture
Department economists
say.
However, a strong
start has been made,
and they said there is
potential for much more
corn to be added to the
government's loan
program.
When corn or another
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farms and ranches account for roughly
another third."
The analysis, which
was actually prepared
in mid-December for
publication in this
month's magazine, said
that because of last
year's near-record total
crop output, many crop
farmers "had enough
cash to meet current
obligations and pay
down some of their
debt."

New planting techniques helping
the winter wheat belt move north

New process converts wastes to cattle feed
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The government has
licensed three companies to use a new
chemical process for
converting agricultural
wastes, such as wheat
straw and cornstalks,
into high-quality cattle
feed.
Agriculture Department officials said
Thursday the process is
being patented by the
USDA and licensed
through the Commerce
Department's National
Technical Information
Service.

large supplies "will also
put downward pressure
on prices" through the
first half of 1986.

commodity is placed supply, thereby
under government loan, boosting market prices.
By Dec. 4, the
it cannot be used or sold
until the loan is repaid. Economic Research
If prices remain low, Service says in an
farmers usually forfeit outlook report, farmers
the grain instead of had placed nearly 1.07
repaying the loan. In billion bushels of
that case, the debt is 1985-crop corn under
loan, almost four times
canceled.
the 278 Million bushels
If enough farmers locked off the market
place enough grain under loan on the same
under loan, it reduces date a year ago.
"While this is far from
the amount of "free"
grain available for sale the level necessary to
In regular market chan- cause significant
nels. That can have the tightening of free suppeffect of limiting the ly, loan placements are

expected to continue at
accelerated rates," the
report said. "Loan
placements of three
billion or more would
probably raise prices
through the spring of
1986 and choke off demand beyond current
expectations."
Economists estimated
that farmers who parVcipated in the 1985 feed
grain program have 5
billion to 6 billion
bushels of corn that are
eligible to be placed
under loan.
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osti FARMRAis

CATFISH FILLET °I4)
2 Order $4.45
1
/
Full Order $5.95

ICINVI's

ett0
•

WE ARE NOW
RECEIVING
for Our
Final Regular Season
Air Cured Sale
Jan. 8th
PAYING $1.00 PER HUNDRED HAULING

wheat producer —
winter wheat. In North
Dakota and Minnesota,
it's mainly durum and
other spring-planted
wheat. Canada's crop is
mostly planted in the
spring.
Scientists have been
working for years on
hardier varities of
winter wheat to find just
the right kind that would
stand up to sustained
temperatures of 20, 30 or
40 degrees below zero —
the kind of winters that
are found in spring
wheat's primary domains, including the
Soviet Union's huge*
area between the Urals
and Western Siberia.

Keep this
list near
your
flashlight.

Dark Fired Sale
Jan. 14th
NO CHARGE ON NO NET COST

HUMPHRIES
LOdSE LEAF
WAREHOUSES
OWNED & OPERATED BY DAVID VOWELL

1114,11 14,11111AI
T1114.1()TIC
*Mak0 VOV
COMIC •AC
TOMO ROO W

231,1

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are inclepeadent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale coat and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig clown into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pite
checks
Collection Um* can be an inconvenience fee you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the nght change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections
ik A ths
••
AV AU

Power outages don't happen
often and usually don't last long.
But if one does happen,
do you know what to do?
What to do during an outage.
STAY AWAY FROM DOWNED POWER LINES
and broken utility poles Please note the location
and call us immediately. Even lines that look
harmless can be dangerous
2

If your power is out, check your neighbors If
they still have electricity, check your fuses or
circuit breakers. If that doesn't solve the
problem, give us a cell

3

Once you've called us, there's no need to keep
caning. lickir request will be handed as soon as
possible However, if your power is still out
once your neighbors' have been returned to
service, you should call again

4

When service is restored, overloaded lines could
cause another outage. You can help prevent this
by switching off your heating and cooling
equipment and other eixeances during the
outage Leave a light on so you'll know when
service is beck on

5

Don't keep checking the refrigerator and freezer.
Food will keep much longer if the doors we left
closed.

6

Prepare a -lights out" kit keep a flashlight,
spare fuses. and battery-powered radio handy
Know where the electric service panel for your
home is located and how to reset circuit
breakers or replace blown fuses Make sure
your family knows where the kit is and what to
do if you are not at home

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most for your money.
est

Kentucky Rural.Electri
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

r & Times
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Sky high Spartans
upset No.15 ranked
Indiana at Indiana

Racers handle 'Breds
but face tough WKU
before opening OVC

- -- -Paso 62, Utah 52, and
The Associated Press
Motivation shouldn't No. 20 Virginia Tech 85,
Sun Belt Conference half. Murray State enBy CHRIS EVANS
squad. "We will have to joyed as much as a
be a problem for any Western Kentutky 71.
Sports Writer
Tonight's card incollege basketball
Are the 8-4 Murray get them into a running 17-point lead in the final
player preparing for a cludes No. 4 Syracuse at
State Racers prepared game. I think that may half, but Kentucky State
rallied during the closgame against Indiana, Villanova, No. 5 Kansas
for the Ohio Valley Con- be our only chance."
Glass said he does not ing minutes to cut the
says Michigan State for- at Detroit, No. 9 Memference schedule which
phis State hosting South
ward Larry Polec.
begins Saturday at Mid- believe that the Racers lead to eight.
"I have to tip my hat
can play a half court
"I don't know if it's Carolina and No. 18
dle Tennessee?
Kentucky State," said
to
much
the
with
battle
because we're playing Louisville hosting
coming
think
we're
"I
IU or at Assembly Hall Eastern Kentucky.
along real well," said larger WKU squad. The Newton. "Coach
Michigan State led
(in Bloomington, Ind.)
senior forward Chuck Hllltoppers are able to (Richard) Skaggs had
or (Indiana Coach) Bob- 57-42 after 5:16 of the seGlass. "We've been send six players to the his team ready to play
by Knight. We all seem cond half, but Indiana
switching the lineup try- floor who size up at and they shot the ball
to get up for the game," had a 22-9 run over the
ing to get the right 6-foot-7-plus, including extremely well."
Newton said he used a
said Polec, who canned next 10 minutes and tied
players in there. Right 6-10 center Tellis Frank.
1-3-1 defense for the first
four free throws in the the game 70-70 on junior
now I think we've got
"We expect a lot of time this season against
last 23 seconds Sunday guard Steve Alford's
the right combination. I
to give the Spartans a three-point play with
hope this will be the beef on the hoof," said Kentucky State and
77-74 upset victory over 1:35 remaining.
lineup for conference Racer coach Steve noted that he has also
Sophomore forward
the 15th -ranked
play because we are Newton. "They're awful been working on a half
Carlton Valentine, who
Hoosiers.
playing pretty good tough over on the hill. court trap.
We will have to do a
On the other end of the
Polec, who had 18 topped Michigan State
together.
points, likened Indiana with 21 points, made two
Glass paced MSU with very good job all the court Newton said he
put in another offense,
to his own team, "a free throws to give the
22 points Saturday night way around."
Against Kentucky and is working on adsmall, quick club and Spartans the lead. They
at Racer Arena as the
they match up to us hit five of six more free
hosts knocked off Ken- State Jeff Martin pulled ding to all the other
throws, including the
evenly."
tucky State (2-9) 74-66. down eight rebounds to facets of his offense
The game was only four by Polec, to ice the
Behind Glass, who shot cap the Racer board before conference play
one Sunday involving a game.
an acurate 8-of-10 from game, which surprising- gets underway.
"We're trying to get it
It was Indiana's
ranked team.
the field and a perf t ly came up very short
131 Saturday, it was seventh consecutive Big
six at the line, was 4ff and drew some concern all in before the confrom coach Newton.
ference season," he
top -ranked North Ten defeat at home,
Martin and Ze
"Our rebounding was said.
Carolina 90, North dating back to last
Macklin with 17 and 16
a concern when they
KENTUCKY STATE (66) — Ran.
Carolina State 79; No. 2 season, and the
points respectively.
dolph 3-6 0-0 6. Smith 3-4 2-2 8, Alright
out-rebounded us 29-17, 3-3
Michigan 78, Ohio State Hoosiers now are 0-2 in
3-3 9. Burnside 2.3 0:0 4.
With the conference but our defense had 12 Cheatham 8.19 0-0 16, Shoulder 8-80-2
68; No. 3 Duke 81, league play and 8-4
12, Beal 3-4 0-0 2, Diemen 2-2 1-2 5,
schedule just around the steals and they had 13 Outlaw
Maryland 75; No. 4 overall. Michigan State
0-0 0-0 0 Totals 30-49 6-9 66
corner and a tough road unforced errors to help
MURRAY STATE (74) — Martin 6-10
Syracuse 96, Seton Hall is 1-1 in the Big Ten and
22, Flowers 2.7
trip to Western Ken- make the difference on 5-7 17, Glass 8-10 6.6Macklin
75; No. 9 Memphis State 10-2 overall.
4-10 8-9
0-04. Ford 3-5 2-2 8.
North Carolina got 28
tucky University the boards," said the 16. Ktrnbrough 1-2 1-43, Mann 1.3 0-0
83, No. 5 Kansas 80 in
2. Bronston 9,3-7.2 2. Davis 0-0 0-0 0.
tonight, MSU needs to MSU skipper.
overtime; No. 6 Georgia points from Brad
25-48 24-30 74
Although KSU shot Totals
have all its cards on the
Tech 64, Virginia 61; No. Daugherty in overcomHalftime — Murray St. 37. Ken.
the
from
to
percent
29 Fouled out — Kentucky
St
61.2
lucky
deficit
10-point
a
ing
table.
7 Oklahoma 103,
Wright. Murray St.. Flowers
"They'll be a big field, almost 10 percent St.
Southeast Louisiana 66; win the final game in
Rebounds — Kentucky St. 29
Wright 91. Murray St_ 17 (Martin
power team," Glass better than the Racers
No. 8 Lousiana State 90, Ca r m I c ha e 1,
Assists — Kentucky St 11
said of the Hilltoppers at 52.1, the guests were 8)Dishman
Mississippi State 84;-Auditorium. The Tar
15
4). Murray St
prevail
to
able
never
starters
into
four
moving
return
are
who
ls
John'sl-Hee
(Macklin 61 Total fouls — Kentucky
and No. 10 St.
2.800.
—
A
16.
St.
Murray
22.
St
the
at
37-29
trailing
from last season's 14-14 after
Pittsburgh 75 in new 22,000-seat arena,
Michigan got 23 points
overtime.
In the Second Ten, it from Gary Grant in its
was No. 11 Georgetown 17th consecutive Big
110, Providence 79; No. Ten victory.
12 Kentucky 80, Vander- -- Duke won its 12th
Mit 71; No. 13 Nevada- straight garne on the
Las Vegas 106, San Jose strength of David
State 80; Iowa 60, No. 14 Henderson's 25 points.
Unbeaten Syracuse
Illinois 59; No. 16
Defending champion
"That was one of the
By ED SHEARER
Alabama-Birmingham got 19 points from
LSU, picked to finish se- longest games I've ever
AP Sports Writer
66, Old Dominion 51; No. Rafael Addison and 16
Norm Sloan's Florida cond this year, equalled been associated with,"
SLICING THE 'BREDS - Derrick Flowers, Murray State forward,
17 Notre Dame 77, from Wendell Alexis in
aren't living up the best start in the Sutton said after watGators
Ker.cucky State Thorobreds defenders to
LaSalle 63; No. 18 winning for the 10th crashes the boards between two
preseason school's history when ching Kentucky, 10-1
their
to
MSU victory at home.
Louisville 94, Wyoming straight time, all at score two of his four points in Saturday's
the Tigers lifted their and 1-0, hold on for its
billing.
Photo by Chris Evans
62; No. 19 Texas-El home.
Picked to finish overall record to 14-0 by victory over Vandy, 7-4
seventh in the trimming Mississippi and 1-1.
"If it hadn't been for
Southeastern Con- State 90-84.
No. 12 Kentucky some crucial baskets by
ference basketball race,
the Gators already have almost squandered a Kenny Walker, we
knocked off two foes 19-point second-half would have been in trouwere expected to lead before giving Eddie ble," Sutton said.
they
lacked
who
he
Cowboys,
said
and
games
anything„"
three
miss
to
-goal
field
14
Ky.
of
LOUISVILLE,
Walker scored 25
and find Sutton a victory in his
trail
then
depth,
and
first
height
play at less than full afterk Wyoming's
( AP) - Billy Thomp- attempts.
deadlocked first SEC encounter, an points, Ed Davender adthemselves
midway
on
it
with
the
poured
ever
remeeting
the
for
capability
points
27
scored
He
effort
son's 30-point
over ded 19 and Winston BenCardinals. "I didn't through the second half. with No. 8 Louisiana 80-71 triumph
against Wyoming was twice before, in 1983 and mainder of the season.
atop the con- Vanderbilt. In other ac- nett had 16 points and 14
State
players
Den13
Would
used
think
Thompson
coach
Crum
Louisville
been
had
He
season.
last
many
something
tion Saturday night, rebounds to lead Kenference standings.
Louisville basketball averaging 13.9 points ny Crum has..no com- play so well. He can and all but one scored.
Gafors beat Donald Hartry had a tucky, which saw a
The
Herbert
we
about
and
shoot
really
Sophomore
plaints
and
game
the
into
for
going
hoping
fans had been
as 19-point lead dwindle to
didn't know that."
Thompson.
Crook scored 13 points, preseason favorite career-high 21 points
ever since the 6-foot-7 10.6 for his career.
Auburn 62-59 Saturday Georgia beat Alabama five three times in the
Payne
off
Kenny
year
shrugs
Thompson
great
a
had
freshman
"He
he
Louisville,
a
At
was
forward
Tiger 88-80 and Tennessee second half.
never became the high- last year," the coach any outside criticism 12 and senior Milt night by holding
freshman.
Brett Burrow led the
Person to on- downed Mississippi
Chuck
star
live
to
lot
his
a
against
failing
do
to
10.
had
Wagner
"He
was
said.
he
phenom
scoring
It came Saturday
with 18
74-66.
nights
Commodores
Two
points.
14
ly
up
year
durto
last
expectations
night in a 94-62 rout of in high school at of things
WYOMING (62) — Dembo 9-16 5-7
Kentucky visit's points and nine
they posted a
earlier
He
by
ing
his
saying,
career
injuries.
of
4.98.9
0-0
4.7
because
Leckner
8.
he
Sommere
23.
but
N.J.,
the
Camden,
of
one
the Cowboys,
16, Dent 0.2 9-0 0, Bolden 2-5 1.3 5,
overtime victory Auburn in tonight's only rebounds.
few breathers on the developed into a fine all- led us in scoring, re- "The people here - the Boyd 3-6 2-2 8. Hunt 0-0 0-0 0. Wirth 77-75
in their game, a match originalTennessee
coaches and the players 0-0 0-0 0. Lodgins 1.1 0-0 2 Totals at
18th-ranked Cardinals' around player, becom- bounding and assists."
KENTUCKY (BO) — Harden 3-6 0-0 6.
The ly set for last Thursday Bennett
opener.
62
conference
16.21
23-46
to
my
the
value
Thompknow
7.13 2-2 Ie. Walker 10.12 5-8
Crum called
ing a leader in rebounschedule.
LOUISVILLE (94) — Thompson 13-14
changed
to
but
night
picked
Blackmon 2-5 4-4 8. Davender 8.12
25.
been
had
Vols
Thompson, a senior, ding and assists A son's effort against team. I do a lot of things 4-5 30, Crook 6-11 1-1 13. Ellison 2-5
3-4 19. Madison 2.3 2-2 6, Jenkins 0-0
finish fourth in the race. because most of 0-00
3-47. Wagner 4-9 2-2 10, Hall 3.7 0-0 6.
Totals 32.51 16-2080 VANDER
surpassed his career sprained knee, suffered Wyoming "just one of besides score."
Valentine 2.5 0.04 McSwain 1-2 0-0 2.
ofathletic
kids
Auburn's
our
thought
"I
BILT (711
He credited his team- Walls 0-1 3-4 3, Payne 5.9 2-3 12, West
high against the during his sophomore those nights where the
0-0 0-1 0. Kornet 4-13 2.3 10,
Clem
Dallas
in
mates for setting picks 0-0 0-1 0, Robinson 1-3 0.0 2, Abram did a good job of keeping ficials were
Cowboys while hitting 13 campaign, caused him shots were going in."
Burrow 5-11 8-8 18, Goheen 2-6 0-0 4.
football
Tiger
1.1 1.2 3. Kimbro 1-1 0-0 2 Totals
the
control,"
where
under
Person
Dulaney 7-11 3-4 17. Booker 3.8 1-27.
Cowboys coach Jim and quick movement of 39-68 16-22 94
Sloan said. "We had team lost to Texas A&M Westbrooks 4-9 3-3 11. Perdue 0-00.1)
Halftime — Louisville 46. WyomBrandenburg admitted the ball for his 30-point
0. Reece 2-4 0-0 4. Neff 0-0 0-0-0
ing 34 Fouled out — Bolden. Re.
much more success with in the Cotton Bowl.
Totals 77.62 17.21 71
he was surprised by night.
bounds — Wyoming 17 i Dembo 3.
Halftime — Kentucky 43 VanderThe schedule resumes
defense than I ever
that
by
led
Louisville,
accuracy.
Thompson's
Louisville 43 (Crook 8) Assists —
bilt 26 Fouled out — Davender Rewith
have.
night
would
Wednesday
we
5).
thought
26
Louisville
(Dent
12
Wyoming
bounds — Kentucky 29 (Bennett 141.
"We got a million and Thompson's 18 points,
I Wagner 6. Hall 61. Total fouls —
at Auburn, Vanderbilt 31 I Burrow 9) Assists —
one tapes on Louisville, built a 46-34 lead at in- Wyoming 19. Louisville 19. A — It was the best defense Tennessee
6 Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt at Florida, Kentucky 16 (Harden
we played all year."
but we still couldn't do termisson against the 19.037
9 I Booker 5) Total fouls — Kentucky
at
State
Mississippi
25. Vanderbilt 19 A — 15,626.
Georgia and Ole Miss at
"We were sirrip-VoutKentucky. Alabama
LSU Thurs- quicked by Georgia,"
entertains
•
Coach Wimp Sanderson
day night.
• Double vall construcoon
LIKE!
YOU'LL
PRICES
AT
...ANP
°NLY
"Coach Sloan said of Alabama said after
Auburn was a bunch of the Bulldogs rode Har• One touch taflgate
bulls on the boards so try's career-best effort
1 Lubrication
we knew we had to get in to victory. "Very simp11
1 Oil Filter
;
there and beat them in- ly, we gave this one
side," said junior col- away. Any time you
lege transfer Jon Curr- scbre 80 points in an
8 cyl. with flush & fill
ington. who shadowed SEC game, you should
Includes spark plugs,
COUPON
Person throughout the win it."
2 gallons anti-freeze,
• Radial tire,
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WINTERIZING $5999
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Customer And One
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Adjust
&
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through Auburn's press with 8-3 overall and 1-1
Coupon Per Roll).
required.
with its powerful 24 liter
Get More with our new
for two layups and Ron- conference marks
Fred Jenkins scored
engine, plus the great
Toyota Standard Plus
nie Montgomery sank
standard features shown
four free throws to 19 points and Rob Jones
Truck. Its got Toyota gual
preserve Florida's lead had 17 points and 14 reabove. See us todayl
ity and dependability
late in the gam: and bounds to lift TenIncludes rotation & computer balance
turn back a late Tiger nessee, 8-3 and 1-1, oVer
5,000 miles FREE for the life of the tread of
WHORSR
COULD
rally. Florida is 7-3 Ole Miss, 7-4 and 0-2.
the tires
FOR ORYTHIOG
overall and Auburn.fell Eric Smith led the
4 Tires
MORE!
Rebels with 18 pothts.
to 615 and 0-1.
"We're an average
John Williams had 29
Wilson Southeastern ConNikita
and
points
1 HOUR PHOTO
added 16 points and 1.2 ference team," TenDEVELOPING
rebounds to spark LSU nessee Coach Don
•
Murray K
PhD,.
csoy...,
its second SEC vic- DeVoe said. "We've got
to
•
7St H47
Greg Lockhart had to do a lot of things right
tory.
.
$15 $otttio 1261e St
IM
199 MON THRU SAT 9 AM so 6
26 points for Mississippi ( to win) and only a few
,
0
75341961
things wrong to lose."
State. 8-8 and 0-2

Florida Gators don't live up
to preseason low-SEC billing

Thompson's 30-point effort lives up to U of L potential
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Only four survivors remain in hunt for Super Bowl XX title
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Start with a pair of devastating defenses, add
in a couple of impressive rallies and a recordsetting day by a Ram-tough runner. Throw in a
bunch of turnovers and some weird special
teams plays and you have the National Football
League's playoff weekend in a mixing bowl.
The main ingredients in the Super Bowl recipe
on Sunday in Chicago were the Bears' rugged
defenders, the elements and two timely
touchdown passes by Jim McMahon to Dennis
McKinnon in a 21-0 drubbing of the New York
Giants. That victory brought the Bears within
one step of their first trip to the NFL championship game. On Sunday, they host the Rams in the
NFC title contest.
The Rams, no slouches on defense themselves,
blanked the Dallas Cowboys 20-0 on Saturday to
earn the, uh, honor of traveling to Soldier Field
on Sunday. Their win was sparked by Eric
Dickerson's playoff-record 248 yards rushing.
In the AFC, comebacks keyed the victories by
the New England Patriots and Miami Dolphins.
The Patriots fell behind the Raiders 17-7 at Los
Angeles but stormed back for a 27-20 triumph
built greatly on the hosts' ineptness fielding
kicks. On Saturday, the Dolphins came back

National Football League
Playoffs 41 4 Glance
Saturday, Dec.211
• New England 28 New York Jets 14
Sunda.,. Dec.29
New York Giants 17 San Fran
cisco 3
Second Round
Saturday. Jaa.4
Miami 74. Cleveland 21
Los Angeles Rams 20, Dallas 0
Sunday,Jan.
Chicago 21. New York tuants 0
New England 2'7 Los Aageles
Raiders 20

NFL

Playoffs

Conference(ltamplonshlps
Sunday. Jan.12
Los Angeles Rams at Chu ag,
New England at Miami
Super Bowl XX
Sunday, J an.24
at New Orleans
AFC champion vs NFC champion.
p m EST
5.

from a 21-3 hole in the third quarter to edge the
Cleveland Browns 24-21.
Following the Rams-Bears game next Sunday,
the Patriots will try to snap an 18-year losing
streak in the Orange Bowl. The winners of the
two games head-to-New-Orleans for the Super
Bowl on Jan. 26.
"We knew the key was whose line would be
dominating," said Chicago safety Gary Fencik,

and right from the start, our guys felt they
could get through."
They did, continually, sacking Giants quarterback Phil Simms six times and holding the
Giants to 32 net yards rushing. Richard Dent
held court in the Giants' backfield, registering
34 sacks and 6% tackles.
Now the Bears, who like the Dolphins haven't
lost at home this season, get the Rams, who
routed the Cowboys Saturday.
Dickerson outgained the entire Cowboy attack
by five yards and had scoring runs of 55 and 40
yards. He credited Rams Coach John Robinson
for boosting his psyche as well as calling his
number 34 times.
"John has a way of instilling in a running bacx
that he's invincible," said Dickerson, who will
face the league's top _defense in Chicago. "He
tells you every time you come off the field. After
a while, you start believing it."
Do the Patriots have a chance to beat the
Dolphins in a place where they haven't tasted
victory since 1966? If they can force as many turnovers as they did against the Raiders - three
interceptions and three fumbles., including two
on kicks - New England could find its way into
its first Super Bowl.
The Patriots were down 17-7 in the second

Chicago Bears appear unbeatable at home

2'

the Dallas Cowboys on
Saturday was played in
balmy 70-degree
temperatures in
Southern California.
"I'm sure we'll be
cold," said Rams Coach
John Robinson. "It's
just one other challenge
we have to face."
Robinson said the
game matches two
The first playoff game "power teams. It'll cerin Chicago since 1963 tainly be a physical conwas played in 17-degree test from our perspecweather with a swirling tive, because we can't
14-mph wind and the play any other way."
The battle for the
chill factor was 10 below
zero. By contrast, the other slot in the Super
Rams' 20-0 blanking of Bowl doesn't figure to

consecutive victory at
Soldier Field, a 21-0
mauling of the New
York Giants on Sunday.
The Rams are up next in
the NFC Championship
Game next Sunday and
they can't expect any
better conditions or any
nicer greeting from
their hosts.

Sports Special'
By BARRY wn-NER
AP Sports Writer
Chicago, Chicago,
that toddlin' town.
Chicago might be the
Bears' kind of town, but
it doesn't do anything
for the New York
Giants. And it' doesn't
figure to be any kinder
to the Los Angeles
Rams next weekend in
the National Football
League playoffs.
The Bears, who went
15-1 during the season,
continued unbeaten at
home with their ninth

be affected much by the the championship
elements. The Miami games. Before the
Dolphins, who rallied weekend began, it was
for a 24-21 victory over possible that both title
the Cleveland Browns contests would be
on Saturday, will host played in Los Angeles,
the surprising New dictating a morning
England Patriots. New start for one in order to
England, a wild-card accomodate television.
entry, upended the And when the Browns
Raiders in Los Angeles took a 21-3 lead over the
Dolphins, the possibility
27-20 on Sunday.
loomed of both
The hosts nex4 tleveland and Chicago
weekend are the only being, the home sites
two teams not to lose a next weekend. That
would have meant a
home game this year.
The NFL was for- late-afternoon start in
tunate not to have any one of those frigid
scheduling worries for locales.

Meeting with commissioner concerns drug abuse

Parker wants quick decision from Ueberroth
CINCINNATI (AP)Cincinnati Reds outfielder Dave Parker
hopes to get a quick
decision from baseball
Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth on any possible penalty for his admitted use of cocaine
several years ago.
Parker, one of seven
major leaguers to
testify under immunity
this summer in the drug
trial of caterer Curtis
Strong in Pittsburgh, is
to meet Wednesday with
Ueberroth in New York.
Parker hopes to learn
whether Ueberroth is
considering penalties
against the players,

such as suspensions.
"I want to know
something definite
Wednesday," Parker
said. "I am tired of my
family being subjected/
to this, reading about it,
hearing about it, and all
as if it were yesterday
instead of four years
ago."
Strong, a former
Philadelphia Phillies
caterer, was convicted
of selling cocaine.
Parker testified that he
used cocaine with the
Pirates, but said he
stopped before coming
to the Reds as a free
agent in December 1983.
Parker was the

largest part of the Reds'
offense last season. He
led the National League
with 125 runs batted in
and 42 doubles, and he
ranked second with 34
homers and a .551 slugging percentage. His .312
average was fifth in the
league.
Reds General
Manager Bill Bergesch
said he doesn't think
Parker will be
suspended.
"I wouldn't want to
speculate about what
the commissioner might
do, but Dave has proven
himself to be clean and
an outstanding citizen in
this community,"

Bergesch said. "We are
talking about something
in the past - five years
ago. I really don't think
there is any danger
there for Dave or the
club, which would miss
him terribly."
Parker said that if
Ueberroth decides
punishment is in order,
it should be administered equally to all
the players who either
testified or were named
in the testimony. He
doesn't think punishment is needed.
"I just wish it would
all die, and personally I
think it would be best for
baseball just to let it

die," he said. "The
thing that amazes me is
that there have been
political crimes against
the country that haven't
carried the weight of
this thing and drawn the
same media attention.
"I've tried to
eradicate the whole
thing from my life, but I
can't. It's there. It's a
part of my past and I
can't wipe it out. I have
to live,with it. ... But I
thought one of the supposedly great things
about this country was
that a person could
make a mistake and be
allowed to redeem
themselves."

NBA roundup:
•

Portland burns Golden State for 8.6 second-half points
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) - The Golden
State Warriors learned
that once the Portland
Trail Blazers get
started, they can be
hard to stop.
Portland rallied from
a nine-point deficit early
in the third period to
score a team-record 86
points in the second half
and beat Golden State
136-120 in an NBA game
Sunday night.
The Blazers connected on 71 percent of
their shots from the
field in the second half

in fashioning consecutive 43-point
quarters. Their effort
broke the team record
of 84 points in a half set
against the Los Angeles
Lakers on March 9, 1980.
Elsewhere in the National Basketball
Association, the Los
Angeles Lakers crushed
Washington 118-88 and
the Phoenix -Seattle
game was postponed until tonight because of a
leaky roof.
Guard Jim Paxson,
who scored 25 points,
sparked the rally that

Two WKU
players
reported
missing

BLACKSBURG, Va.
(AP) - Mike Ballenger
and Brian Fish of the
Western Kentucky
University basketball
team did not make the
trip to Virginia Tech for
Saturday's game, according to Paul Just, the
Hilltopper's sports

lifted Portland from its
deficit to a 93-83 lead
when the third quarter
ended.
Kiki Vandeweghe,
who led Portland with 26
points, scored 16 in the
final period, while Clyde
Drexler, who finished
with 21, scored 17 in last
quarter.
"Clyde was our
catalyst. We just
upgraded the tempo of
the game," Ramsay
said.
. . "Golden State may
have been fatigued in
the second half."
Purvis Short led all
publicist, and broadcast
reports say the two have
left the team
Ballenger is a 6-3
senior guard from
Jasper, Ind. and Fish a
6-6 sophomore forwardguard from Seymour,
Ind.

scorers with 36 points as the rout continued.
Tom McMillen led
for Golden State, while
Joe Barry Carroll had 21 Washington with 18
points, while Manute
points and 12 rebounds.
Bol and Charles Jones
Lakers 118, Bullets 88
Rookie A.C. Green each blocked five shots
scored a season-high 20 for the Bullets.
Suns-Sonics Ppd
points and Earvin
Phoenix led 35-24 ear"Magic" Johnson added
18 points and 17 assists ly in the first quarter
as Los Angeles easily when water from a
leaky roof made the
defeated Washington.
A 14-4 spurt late in the court unplayable.
The game will be
first quarter gave the
Lakers a 38-27 lead at played tonight, but a
the end of the period, decision will have to be
and they expanded the made by the league
margin to 67-49 at whether to replay the
halftime. The Bullets game from the beginnwere then outscored ing or resume it at the
27-13 in the third period point where it stopped

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

•
• na! Health In urancr
eStaietar Wri
..... •"'
4111
.......,

Like a good
netghbor
State Farm is there

Slot* Farm Mur••1•••cronobil• ins•re•••
pony Morro. 0441<• 1100,0•11Virlan 111nop•

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
L Pd
W
781
7
25
Boston
606
13
20
Philadelphia
.4(10
21 14
New Jersey
.486
16 17
Washington
324 15
11 23
New York
Central Division:
447 24 12
Milwaukee
5
'17 15 .531
Atlanta
8
.441
19
15
Cleveland
8
441
19
15
Detroit
-1C-22--389-24Chicago
313 12
10 22
Indiana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
647 22 12
Houston
50111 2
20 14
San Antonio
574 24
19 14
Denver
500 5'
15 15
Dallas
486 54
17 18
Utah
333 104
22
11
Sacramento

Pacific Division
27
5
844
22 16
579
13 20
394 144
10 20
333 16
11 23
324 17
12 25
324 174
Saturday's Games
Indiana 106, L.4 Clippers 77
New Jersey 125, Cleveland 106
Atlanta III. Chicago 100
Dallas 119. Utah 106
Houston 115. Philadelphia 100
Altlhatiukee 119. New York 86
Sam,amurggtO 112. Denver 107 •
San Antonio 122, Golden State 116
Sunday's Games
Portland 136, Golden State 120
Phoenix at Seattle, ppci.. leaking roof
LA Lake= 118, Washington 88
.
Monday's Games
Philadelphia at San, Antonio
Washington at Sacramento
Phoenix at Seattle rescheduled from Sunday Jan 5

L.A Lakers
Portland
Seattle
Phoenix
L.A Clippers
Golden State

V

College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scores
Saturday's Games
EAST
Boston Coll 61 Connecticut 60
Columbia ea, Manhattan 35
Coppin St 73, S Carolina St 69
Cornell 76, Hamilton 73. OT
Dartmouth 60. Harvard 52
Duke 81 Maryland 75
Georgetown 110. Providence 79
Lehigh 79. Drexel 66
Long Island U 76. St Francis,
N Y 66
Marshall 91. New Orleans 78
George
Massachusetts 7S
Washington 72
New Hampshire 60, Canisius 58
Notre Dame 77 La Salle 63
Rider 70. Lafayette 66
St Bonaventure 64. Rutgers 57
St Francis. Pa 76. Robert Mor
ris 74
St John's 78. Pittsburgh 75. OT
St Joseph's 72. Penn St 42
Syracuse 96. Seton Hall 75
Temple 76. Rhode Island 60
Towson St 84. Bucknell 74
Villa/lova Si. Marist 71
Wagner 65, Loyola. Vid 63
West Chester 74, Delaware 71
West Virginia 66. Duquesne 62
Yale 84. Vermont 75
SOUTH
Ala Birmingham 66 Old Dominion 51
Baptist. SC 66, Augusta 62

Florida .62. Aubuin 59
Fordham 71, Stetson 61
Furman 75. Appalachian St 64
Georgia .88. Alabama 80
Georgia St_ 77. •Hardin•Simmons
76
Georgia Tech 64. Virginia 61
Houston Baptist 82. Samford 74
Howard U 49. Campbell 47
Jacksonville 64. Florida St. 62
Kentucky 80, ‘'anderbilt 71
Louisiana St. 90. Mississippi St.
84
Louisville 94. Wyoming 62
McNeese St 82, S Connecticut 54
Memphis St. 83. Kansas 143. OT
Mercer 61. Ga. Southern 56
Miami, Fla. 70. Hofstra 63
Morehead St. 89. Clinch Valley 55
Murray St. 74, Kentucky St 66
Navy 76, N C -Wilmington 61
NE Louisiana 90. E Illinois 68
North Carolina 90. N Carolina
St 79
Richmond 52, William & Mary 38
S. Alabama 73. Quincy 61
South Carolina 63, Davidson 49
South Florida 57. Xavier. Ohio 52
Southern U. 69. N Carolina A&T
60
SW Louisiantf73. Weber St 63
Tennessee 74. Mississippi 66
Virginia Tech 85. W. Kentucky 71
Wake Forest 70. 74d,I Shore 46
MIDWEST
Akron 64. Youngstown St 52

Bradley 65. S Illinois 62
Cleveland St. 92, Utica 63
DePaul 66. Dayton 52
Detroit 77, Iowa St. 67
George Mason 74, James
Madison 57
Illinois St. 65. Drake 61. OT
Iowa 60. Illinois 59
Miami. Ohio 63, E Michigan 52
Michigan 78, Ohio St 68
Missouri 82. S Indiana 75
N Illinois 76, Kent St 62
Ohio U 76, Cent Michigan 61
Purdue 68. Minnesota 61
Simpson 69, Cornell 51
SW Missouri 98, Mo .St Louis 62

•

TOURNAMENTS
McLendon Classic
Championship
Ill -Chicago 77, Alcorn St 72
Third Place
Tennessee State 70 Jackson
State 63
Sooner Invitational
ChampionStup
Oklahoma 103 ISE Louis:a/1a 'iii
Third Place
Austin•Peay 75. Ark Little Rock
67
WLKF Classic
Championship
Fla Southern 68. Siena 66
Third Place
Texas-Arlington 88, Centenary
83

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888•

Economy, Efficiency, Elegance

at
-.111•••••••

-

For Life Insurance,
arm.
check wit
), Permanent Life
• Term Lite
• Universal Life

Let Us Do The Cooking
Pick up a pound
of Bar-B-Q,
Baked Beane, Slaw
r
and Buns on your
way horns. We'll
có&ic/u eall
Chestnut St. Murray

period but tied it on Craig James' 2-yard
touchdown run and a 47-yard field goal by Tony
Franklin before Chris Bahr's 32-yard field goal
with six seconds left in the half made it 20-17. But
the Raiders would not score again and New
England got 10 points in 14 seconds to go in front.
Franklin booted a 32-yard field goal with 71
seconds left in the third quarter. Sammy Seale
fumbled the ensuing kickoff and Jim Bowman
recovered in the end zone for the decisive TD.
As for heading into the Orange Bowl, the Pats
aren't exactly trembling. After all, they hadn't
won a postseason game since 1963 and now have
won two in nine days.
"We beat two playoff teams on the road,"
linebacker Steve Nelson said. "There's nothing
that we can't do as a team."
Like the Patriots, the Dolphins had to rally to
stay alive in the playoffs. They did it on the arm
of Dan Marino, who hit Nat Moore with a 6-yard
touchdown pass, and the running of Ron Davenport, who scored from the 31 and the one, the latter TD with 1:57 to play winning the game.
"When we had to make the big plays, we did,"
Dolphins linebacker Jay Brophy said. "That
seems to be the character of this team. Woe put
ourselves into a bad situation, then we Pull
through."

.1 4,,

txx ;
,
e,/
,
1 We
,

Jane
Rogers
753.9627
201 S 6th

The Most Modern, Beautiful Woodburning
Stove in America .. . Designed for you
&max=
Come See us at...

. 5

200 E. Main

753-820T

753-0045
•
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Massey miners take physical exams in preparation to return to work
WILLIAMSON, W.Va.
(AP) — United Mine
Workers members who
have ended a 15-month
strike against A.T.
Massey Coal Co. subsidiaries say they were
called in for physical examinations in preparation for a return to work.
Company officials

could not provide an exact number of miners
who were told to return
to work today, but many
United Mine Workers
members say they were
told late Thursday and
early Friday to report to
the doctor Friday for
pre -employment
examinations.

Miners who previous- mg Co. at.Lobata. Rawl
ly had been on strike is a coal ri-rocessing and
against Massey sub- brokerage company
sidiaries in Mingo Coun- that handles personnel
ty, W.Va., and Pike matters for a number of
County, Ky., told the Massey subsidiaries in
Williamson Daily News the Lobata area and on
on Saturday that they Blackberry Creek in
were notified of the Kentucky.
Most of the former
callback by officials of
Rawl Sales & Process- strikers notified to

return to work are
employees of Rocky
Hollow Coal Co. and
Sprouse Creek Processing Co., Massey subsidiaries located at
Lobata.
But not all of the
miners who participated in the longest
authorized strike in
UMW history were
recalled immediately.
Local UMW officials
said it appears company
officials are conducting
a phased recall.
Among those who had
not received a callback
was Bill Davis, president of UMW Local 1440,

which represents union
miners who struck
Massey subsidiaries on
the Kentucky side of the
Tug Fork River.
Davis said he exPets
to be one of the last
union miners called
back to work because of
his leadership role in the
strike, which was called
off two weeks ago by
union President
Richard Trumka.
"And then I expect to
be fired on the spot,"
Davis said.
Another worker who
said he had not been
recalled to work was

Local 2248 president miners returning to
work will do so under
Jim Reid.
"I'm just doing what terms and conditions to
I've done for the past 15 be determined by the
months, waiting to see company.
what happens," Reid
The LTMW contends
said ''Besides, I'd that all Massey
workers
rather see allot the men will be covered by a conto
back
go
local
my
in
tract signed by a
work ahead of me Massey subsidiary,
anyway."
Omar Mining Co.
Massey officials say
miners who par"I don't guess this is
ticipated in violence the way any of us
during the strike will not wanted it to end, but the
be rehired. Massey of- Important thing right
ficials also contend that now is that we're going
the companies involved back to work," said
in the strike have not yet Pete Adkins, one of
signed a contract with those slated to return to
the UMW and that union work.

University to ,celebrate centennial
AT MURRAY STATE i7 UNIVERSITY
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL'TELEVISION COURSES
For 1986 Spring Semester
DAYS
CRS TIME
SUBJECT
ARR
ARR
3
Anthropology
IntroductionloCulltural
"Faces of Culture"
Introduction to Business
"The Business File"
Introduction to Computers
"The New Literacy"
Workshop in Education
"Dealing in Discipline"
Personal Health
"Here's to Your Health"
Introduction to Sociology
"Focus on Society"

3-

ARR

ARR

3

ARR

ARR

3

ARR

ARR

3

ARR

ARR

3

ARR,

ARR

To register for TV classes as well as Correspondence Courses, contact the Center for
Continuing Education, Sparks Hall, 762-4150.
Deadline for registering for a KET course is prior
to January 15, 1986.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — When George
W. Wilson came to Kentucky State in the 1960s
as the first in his family
to pursue a college
education, the state's
traditionally all-white
schools were accepting
blacks.
But the percentages
were so small and the
atmosphere so tense
that the man who would
later head Kentucky's
Corrections Cabinet felt
more comfortable going
to the "black" campus.
Now, as chairman of
KSU's Board of
Regents, Wilson is looking forward to a year of
celebrating as the
university established
by state legislators in
1886 to train teachers for
the state's segregated
black schools turns 100
years old.
Celebrity fundraisers, including starstudded tennis tournaments, concerts,
special exhibits and

THE FAR SIDE

FORGET IT! I
PONT WANT TO
HEAR TI-1E REST!

CO YOU LIKE ME?

speakers, are scheduled predominately white tive on what life could
throughout the year. schools or who needed mean to me ... I gained
The school's centennial the support and special confidence in what I
year officially begins attention given by the could do. They (the
Jan. 16 with the raising KSU faculty, Wilson teachers) never let you
fall."
of a centennial flag and said.
Sue Feamster also
dedication of carillon_ "We just didn't have
the same exposure (at learned an important
chimes.
Also this month, a the black high lesson at KSU. When she
Jan. 31 celebrity recep- • schools)," Wilson said. graduated in 1969, she
tion and fund-raising "For instance, I never was one of fewer than
event will feature Ar- saw a microscope until I 100 whites at the univerthur Ashe Jr., a former got to college. We rode sity. Now, 55 percent of
tennis star and second-hand buses. We the student body is
American Davis Cup had second-hand white, according to
president Raymond M.
captain, and designer textbooks."
Burse.
Oleg Cassini.
KSU's "black' pro"It taught hie very
"I think the comfessors understood
early on what it's like to
monwealth of Kentucky those
shortcomings and be a minority," said .
owes a great debt to the made
allowances, he Feamster, assistant
university" that provid- said. "I think that
these athletic director for the
ed an education for teachers tried
to instill
University of Kentucky
some of the men and pride and
discipline and Athletics Association.
women who are now the fact
that we were
"... I think it's made
black leaders in the
capable of learning."
me a much better perstate, said Wilson, a 1967
That was the same son. I think I'm more
graduate.
lesson that sensitive to people
valuable
Even after the state's
white universities Minnie Hitch Mebane around me ... ."
Despite the growing
desegregated, Kentucky learned when she atState provided the tended the university, number of whites that
educational refuge for then known as Kentukcy now attend KSU, Burse
blacks who might have Normal Industrial In- said he thinks it will
been intimidated at stitute, in the 1920s, pay- keep its place in history
ing $15 a month and as a black institution.
scrubbing floors and The school will continue
By GARY LARSON
picking vegetables to /to be unique as the
raise the fee. State law state's only small,
at the time threatened public institution that
fines for any white emphasizes liberal
school admitting blacks, studies too; he said.
she said.
"It's still traditionally
"I gained black," he said. "You
everything," she said. can't get away from
"I gained the perspec--- tna That's his

Firm to accept U.S. offer

IF IT'LL- MAKE.
YOU FEEL ANy
5ETTE-R ,

YOU'RE_
A PAL_

ASK HER

Ade;
Ilkoom
scars. 1-04'
LOOKOUT,
WORLP!
WERE COME.6
GARFIELD!

I FEEL GREAT TODAY! I FEEL
LIKE CORING A MAJOR P1SEA5E,
WRITING A BEST-SELLING BOOK
AND STOPPING POVERTY!

16 THERE
AN.-"THINc.5
YO0 NEED.
GARFIELD?

LONDON (AP) — The jected a rival offer from
head of Britain's finan- a consortium of two
cially troubled Westland British and three other
helicopter company European companies.
He said details of the
said today that he will
recommend his offer would be announcstockholders accept an ed later today. Sources
improved takeover offer in the British company
from the Sikorsky com- said the value of the
pany of the United deal would be about $103
States and Fiat of Italy. million.
Sikorsky is a subSir John Cucluiey, the
Westland chairman, aidiary of United
said his board agreed to Technologies Corp. The
the offer at a meeting European consortium
late Sunday, and re- was formed by Britain's
Thwarting the vampcow
General Electric and
British Aerospace;
West Germany's
Messerschmitt-BolkowBlohm ; Aerospatiale
France and Agusta of
Italy.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
38 French. abbr
ACROSS
The British General
40 Flaccid
Electric is not related to
1 Imitate
42 Equals
the American company
45 Limb
I
'
'
4 That man
of the same name.
47 Face of watch
6 Once more
11 Passage
49 Average
Westland is Britain's
through
50 Matures
only helicopter
mountain
52 Century plant
manufacturer, and its
54 Displaced
13 Darted off
struggle to stay in
person: abbr
15 Teutonic
0
business has split Prime
55 Negative
deity
prefix
16 Egg dishes
Minister Margaret
18 Change:
56 Freedom
Thatcher's Cabinet betabbr.
59 Maiden loved
ween those who go along
19 Father
by Zeus
with the Sikorsky-Fiat
21 Highlander
61 Recollect
63 Chaperon
22 Preposition
offer and others who do
D
0
GUMMI
65 Article of
24 Partner
not want to see it come
furniture
26 Small
American
under
children
66 Yes• Sp
control.
67 Damp
28 Addition on
10 Irritate
4 Dress
house
Trade and Industry
12 Japanese
DOWN
borders
29 Apportions
Leon Britian
Minister
drama
31 Liquefy
- 5 Choose
says he favors the
1 Devoured
14 Laughable
33 Spanish
6 Encouraged
Sikorsky-Fiat deal, but
2 Color
17 Weaving
article
7 Obtained
machine
3 Printers
34 Spanish pot
8 In addition
that the company must
measure
36 Expires
9 That thing
20 Choir voice
make its own decision
23 Compass
However, Defense
10
9
8
4
7
6
5
1
2
3
Secretary Michael
24 Forenoon
25 Shout
13
11
Heseltine wants to see
27 Scion
the European countries
1111
30 Skidded
16
16
15
in the NATO alliance
32 Abound
continue efforts to
Good35
22 Mill
21
natured
develop integrated pro37 Sow
duction of armaments
26
24
38 Aptitude
that would aid standarIII
i
id
Rue
39
ill
NI
29
dization of weapons,
41 Wan
fil
II• 43 Plunder
reduce development
34
40 Tin symbol
costs and expand Euro46 Earth
pean weapons
goddess
42
41
cooperation
48 Noblemen
51 Thick slice
Heseltine said he was
49
45
53 Case for
"amazed" that the
il
small articles
50
Westland Atoird — made
57 Sick
Id
ill
II•
Id
its latest announcement
58 Old pronoun
Grain
66420 psycH
6
without acceding to his
CompassCalcium
11
request for the company
to confer first with a
group of senior British
point
industrialists
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

Notice. 5. Lost and Found
FOUND 'large brown
Doberman, male, found
on 94 E. between Aurora
& Murray. Call 474-8826

2

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

PHOTO
ENLARGING

Hes
Heavy Duty
Mufflers for

8x10 Only 53"
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
- And Complete

5x7 Only $ 1 7s

$29"
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?

PHOTO
ONEONE HOUR PHOTO
Weide

14 Per Day

CRASS
FURNITURE

14 Per Mile

103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray
733-3621

Rent F•orti Gene, At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617
CHRISTMAS TREES
HAULED OFF. $3.
Also- trees & bushes
removed. Hauling of all
types. very reasonable
prices. Call Jerry at
750-9681.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-0611
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.

12 Months
Interest Free
Financing
Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox TV's,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-0595

PAM'S CAKE HUT the
place to call for a delicious SCRATCH made
cake, such as carrot,
coconut, applespice, Italian cream, Honey
nut,and jam. We specialize in character cakes
like Cabbage Patch,
rainbow bright, heman
hearts etc. as well as
weddings and showers,
and we make our own
cakes to be remembered
so call 759-4492 or stop by
410 Main. After hours call
437-4455.
owner of a
gray cat wearing brown
collar with red tag please
call parents of girl bitten
by cat. Need to have cat
examined by vet. Cat
seen in area of 7th &
Poplar. Call 753-1222 or
753-6620.

Pioneer
Car Stereo
CM IOW/ 03 199.95
PS-6907'99.95
Pioneer and Sony
Car CD Players
Wholesale to all.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

WORLD OF SOUND

Free Estimates
759-1983

222 S. 12th
733-51165

Murray Store & Lock
*

641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492

INIResigtstl By Cessfwey 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
5 77
Yesterday
Opened
5.82
Today
.05
Up

Gold
Closed
Yesterday 327.20
Opened
328.50
Today
1.30
Up

Complimpots of.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR 8. SHOE REPAIR
713 S 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7111
W.• boy Gold
11..."*.

10

Sol,-, 8, Olarnond.

6 Daly

Closed Sunday

PUBLIC AUCTION
Thurs., Jan. 9, 1986 10 A.M.
Lunch Available
Rain or Shine
PALMERSVILLE, TENNESSEE
Salo will be held on the farm. Turn south off
Hwy.89 in Palmersvilits onto Hwy. 190, go 2-'/.
miles and turn left onto gravel rood in the curve:
farm Is 1/10 mile on left. Turn north off Hwy. 54
to Ports, onto Hwy. 190(Garrett Lake Rood). go
8.2 mlles and turn right on gravel road. WATCH
FOR SALE ARROWS!!
Mr. George R. Puckett is quitting forming and has
commissioned ALEXANDER AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE
SALES to soil his equipment et public auction.
SELLING ON AN ABSOLUTE BASIS
FARMING EQUIPMENT
Case 970 Tractor, 73/48, Dual-14yd, Snap-On Duals,
Canopy, 1,218 hirs.; Case 1370 Tractor. 4 Post, Approx.
1300 hrs.; White 7300 Combine, 7411141. Diesel. Been
Need, 13'; 114 P410 Combine w /Beim Need;(2)14111eboro
Grain Trailers. 16' w / Grain Sides ur /Hoist, 3 Axles:
White,3-Row Corn Need; I 14Cyclo Planter, 11-row, 3-Pt
Hitch va/Nyel Markers w /Spray Attachment; J 0 11200
Orein Drill; Kewanee 1010 Disc, Nrd Fold. 18'6"; Fisteral
Groin Auger, 47'4"; Set 200 Galion Fiberglass Teaks:
Forrest City 0o-All 12'; Dodge 77Md PU,4-Wheel Drive,
63,000 miles(1 Owner); Nay Fork; Wick Bar; 3-Pt Spray
loom; Misc.
For more information, contact Mr.George I.Packets.
Rt. 1. Palmerwillo, TN 3112411.Telephowe:(901)822-3432
*CONSIGNED ITEMS*
•SEU.ING ON ABSOLUTE BASIS*
III 460 Diesel 'rector, Nyill Hookup S. Wide Front; IN
303 ConshIno Sam A 2.1111ow Corn Need; Caterpillar 0-6
Bulldozer; IN 12" Wheel Disc; IN Plow. 3:14.2 Pt Flitch.
•TNIS IS AN OPEN SALE*
`BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT*
•NO JUNK, PLEASE
rnats: Cask Cashiers Check, Certified Om& or Sank
Letter el Credit required of all persons net pezeiazially
knew by Ike actellon company.

Al EXANDER AUCTIONS
& REAL ESTATE SALES
MARyiN 1

ALEXANDER Auctioneer (Al

I.. No 67 Film 1.,( No 107
011 219 Ur,%WI ioty St.... t Mott". TN 38237
Pb00.• '..87 4144
'.'ARVIN Alt SANDER 587 4568
/I

(HET ALEXANDER
P. ••,...
. , AI. lin.
TERRY OLIVER 364 1709
.

•
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16. Home Furnishings

DINING room table,
leaf, 4 chairs & china
cabinet, $400 Baby
playpen, $25. Call 7530211.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
6. Help Wanted
duty dryer with 3 temp
EASY ASSEMBLY selections, only $4.00
WORK! $600.00 per 100. per week. Rudolph
Guaranteed payment. Goodyear. 753-0696.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped en- 20. Sports Equipment
velope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Now
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
NEED a job' 2 openings
at
now. You may qualify if:
(1)you do not have GED
or your high school
diploma, (2) you have
been out of school 9
months or more, (3) you
are between ages 16 & 21,
call J.T.P.A. Out Of
School 753-9378 between
8:30-12:005 days a week.
with purchase
RESPONSIBLE woman
for part-time babysitof any locket
ting and light
housekeeping duties.
FREE
References required.
Write P.O. Box 1040-A,
Monogrammed
Murray.

Faye's
Monograms
& Printed
Apparel

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

WHIRLPO 0 1
microwave oven with
7 0 0 watts cooking
power, only $4 50 week
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595

1 BR apt., refrigerator,
stove, water furnished.
$97 a month. Call 7530595

25. Business Services

NOUSE for rent or sale.
No pets Deposit required. Adults only 1405
Vine. Phone 753-0932 or
753-5898.
LARGE 4 bedroom, 3
bath, 2 story house. $525
monthly. Cal 753-6035.
NICE 2 bedroom house
near University, Appliances furnished. $200.
Large 2 bedroom house
near hospital, $225. Call
753-6429 after 4 pm.
UNFURNISHED 3 bedroom house in Murray.
No pets Call 753-2831.

1976 GRAND Prix,
loaded, red with half
white vinyl roof. $2000.
Very good condition.
Call 492-8282 after 4p.m.
1977 LTD 2dr. Landau,
sharp, good runner,
$1650. Also, 1982
Yamaha 750 twin sport
bike, drag pipes, white
letters, very nice- $1650
or $3000 for pair. After
5p.m. 753-6267.
1978 MUSTANG good
condition. $1800. Call 7537772 after 4 pm.
1979 BUICK Electra
Limited, loaded, all
extras, good condition.
Call 474-2796.
1984 CAMARO Z-28,
19,000 mi. $9200. Call
753-5744.
'76 BUICK Skylark, low
mileage, good mpgs,
$850. Call 753-5566.
'81 CUTLASS Calais,
black with gold stripes
& tan interior, 50,000
miles. am-fm cassette,
new tires, sun roof,
$6,000. Call 436-5645.

GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10' below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING For al
your carpet & uphol
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.

ALL types commerical
Construction. Preengineered metal;
malonary or wood
buildings. We furnish
blueprints approved by
the Ky State Building Inspectors. Emerson Construction Co Inc, General
Contractors. P.O. Box
130, Paris Tn. 38242. Call
day or night, 901-644-9840.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
14x52 HOUSE trailer for
1983 or later 14x70 or 80
house trailer. Call 4374608.

34.Houses for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

53. Services Offered

John Lane teck Hoe
Service ingtalls and
repairs septic tanks
Also pump tanks
Licensed by the
Health Dept. You've
called the rest, now
call the best.

753-8669
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrail. and bag closing machines. Also
scissor sharpni g.40
yrs. experiencej All
work guaranted Ken
Barnilift, 753-1674,
K
M VAL
RVICE
echanically removed
0 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1-4418682.
TRASH pick-up county
wide. Prompt weekly
service. $7.00 every 4
weeks. Call 489-2477.
TREES 8. bushes removed, hauling of all
types_ Very reasonable
prices. Call Jerry at
759-9661.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work, Experienced
Free estimates Cal.
436-2690. 'WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
Call or
guaranteed
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap ano
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel; fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4.545 or 753-6763.

AKC Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Call 753-7302.
training.
10x40 MOBIL'E home. DOG obedience
or jUst a
furnished, natural gas Hobby,- career
Aluminum
heat, located near Un- well mannered companCo.
AKC
Service
and
Boarding
iversity, 1 person. Call ion.
German Shepherds. 436and vinyl
Aluminum
753-3893 after 5p.m.
50. Used Trucks
name on
siding. Custom trim
- urnished, 2858.
2 OR 3 BR, f
Ford truck, 6
work. References.
every jacket
AC/natural gas. Shady PEG'S Dog Parlor, all 1966 SWB
breed dog grooming. cylinder straight shift,
Coll WillEd Bailey
Oaks 753-5209.
514 Main
753- needs minor repair.
753-0689
NICE two bedroom For appointment
Gardner, Call 753-6613 after 5p.m.
If you have a flak for
753-7743
trailer near Murray No 2915 Peggy
Electrician
good
IT
from
4x4,
1972
miles
SCOUT
LICENSED
2
E.
94
Hwy.
mann.
pets. Call 489-2611.
fashion_ selling exfor residential and
condition. Call 436-2684.
town
perience and desire a 22. Musical
1976 C-65 CHEVY Tan- commercial. Heating
dem truck, 18 ft. grain and air condition, gas
career in mull, you will
43. Real Estate
Rentals
LEFT handed Fender 30. Business
bed. Call 489-2161 or installation and repair.
want to join Maurices
Stratocaster Guitar HENDON mini storage GOVERMENT homes 489-2380 after 6p.m.
Phone 753-7293.
also
(U
from
repair).
pick-ups.
$1
VS-1
new
with
busexcellent
units,
self storage
Full time,
REI6Good iness or personal use. 24 delinquent tax property. 1977 CHEVY TIT, pa, pb, MOBILE HOME
Tremolo.
Kayler
benefits & salary.
77,000 miles. AIR and preventative
condition $650. Call hour easy access, Call 805-687-6000 Ext•GH• automatic,
Good clean solid truck. maintenance. Roofs,
Apply in person, 753-2750.
8155 for informatiON.
lights, assorted
floors, plumbing, wiring,
$2500. Call 442-8821.
homes
ED
REPOSSESS
Wed.,
753-7618.
Tue., Jan. 7 or
1979 CHEVROLET van, hurricane straps. No job
24. Miscellaneous
$1.00
from
Gov't
from
Jan.8 at Chestnut HNs
$3000. too small. 759-4850.
plus repairs/taxes. customized, grey,
4-3x39 Storm windows, 3VIEW
Call 474-2796.
CREEK
NEED work on your
Shopping Center
KY/
ut
Througho
28x39 Storm windows, 3prunNationwide! Also tax 1984 TOYOTA pickup trees? Topping,
SELF
32" storm doors, 1-3x6'8"
properties. 216-453-3000, with topper, 4-speed. ing, shaping, complete
RESTAURANT MAN- Exterior door. 1 truck
iLaLl
R srn_orre
BovE and
STORAGE
including Sunday, Ext. air, AM-FM cassette, removal
AGEMENT. Assistant topper. Call 753-0315 after
sliding rear glass, 11,500
11947.
Hwy. 641 N.
management trainee. 6 m.
miles. Day 753-1881, SERVICE for - Pro24 Hr. private entrance
Established company CANON AE1 camera
night & weekend 753- fessional tee* care.
45. Farms for Sale
looking for mature, with zoom, teleconver753-6734
5289.
753-0338.
energetic person who is ter, flash and winder,
225 ACRE farm '78 FORD short wheel ODD job specialist, ceilwilling to learn and $300. Call 753-4981.
of New Con- base, 6 cylinder 3-speed, ing fans, electrical,
southeast
32. Apts for Rent
grow. College degree
Cropland
cord
$2000. Call 753-2708 after plumbing, fencing. You
preferred. No ex1 BEDROOM duplex, marketable timber, 3p.m.
name it, I do it. You buy, I
Rex
St.
Call
10th
creek.
perience necessary.
&
fencing
S.
gas heat, 414
Install. You break, I fix.
Send resume to: Andy
492-8225.
753-7531.
Murray. Call
52. Boats-Motors
436-2868.
Call
Jordan, 303 Sheila Dr.,
for month of
1 BEDROOM furnished
1984 16% POLAR- PAINTIN G = Paper
Homes for Sale
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240.
apartment. Call 46.
CRAFT with 1985 40 hanging, commerical or
January
SOMEONE to stay with
3 BR, 1 bath brick, H.P. Johnson, trolling residentia I, Free es753-3139.
Call
night
at
lady
elderly
FURNISHED bed-. living room, den with motor, depth finder, 2 timates, References. 25
Let Rex give you a
753-3953.
Monograms 1room
apartment. See at. wood stove, 2 outside batteries, trailer. Day years 6x perience,
quiet
IMHOLSTERER. High
buildings,
storage
price on your sepSt.
S.13th
100
with purchase
753-1881, night or Tremon Farris 759-1987
town. Low
School graduate or
753-5389.
2 BR apt. near Univers- street in
weekend
,
Plumbing,
ROOFING
towels
tank &beckhoe
of
tic
or 753-6831.
equivalent with 3 years
ity, water furnished, 40's. 753-0350
sorvices Offered--C-oncrete work,-A4-43.
experience in general
alf
bath,
2
BR.
3
work.
$50
deposit.
gas heat,
ditions, Painting,
upholstery work in$140 a month. Call electric, 1 1/2 acres. ALL type masonry General Carpentry.
cluding commercial,
763-8289.
'Call
753-5992.
work, block, brick, P.A. Molony Co
residential & automo2 BR duplex with car,/ COMPLETELY re- concrete, driveways. 753-8 6 28. Free
Monograms
30 yrs. experience
tive upholstery. Must
carnewly
decorated,
port on Stadium Vie
sidewalks, patios, house Estimates.
have a working
your towels,
bedroom
on
three
peted,
1JCentral heat and
foundations, new
knowledge of upholstair, all appliances, brick house. Enclosed chimneys or chimney
sheets, all linens
ery equipment includ522
at
Located
garage.
carpeted, deposit rerepair. 25 years exing heavy duty upglared. No pets. Whitnell, 2 blocks from perience. Free esholstery sewing
St.
Shopping
12th
S.
Married couples
timates. Call Charles
machinea--&---related
preferred. Available Center. Ready for Oc- Barnett 753-5476.
hand toolir. Some
753-3059.
Call
ncy.
514 Mein
..4an. 2. Call after
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
abilities in minor furniriMEE bedroom 1
6:30p.m. 753-1799.
Factory authorized for
ture structure repairs
753-7743
with
house
brick
bath,
2 BR, energy efficient,
Tappan, Kelvinator and
also required. Must
large back yard, base- Brown. Service on gas
have a valid drivers CAR batteries, 60 modern brick duplex,
storage,
outdoor
ment,
and electric ranges.
license Salary $5.61 per month guarantee. on Story Ave. Applianassumable loan. $38,000. microwaves, dis•
hour. Apply at Per- Series 24, 24-F & 74- ces furnished. Quiet
pm.
6
after
759-1020
Call
hwashers, resonnel Services, $29.99. Series 27 & 27-F- deadend street.
frigerators. etc. Earl
Murray State $32.99. Wallin Hard- 753-7185.
47. Motorcycles
EXTRA nice, large 2
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753University. EOEMF.
ware, Paris, Tn.
BR apt., residential 1977 YAMAHA motor- 5341.
Wood
CLEARANCE sale.
area, near shopping cycle 650, excellent APPLIANCE
9. Situation Wanted
heater with thermostat,' center. Call between condition, 20,000 miles, SERVICE. Kenmore,
24 HOUR SERVICE
WILL clean homes, deluxe cabinet, has lift up 8a m. & 5p.m. 753-3415 new back tire, new
Westinghouse,
experienced, dependa- cook surface top, 25" after 5p.m. 753-8756 or battery, new wind23 years
Whirlpool.
ble, references. Call brick lined fire box, cast 753-7123.
shield, $650. 753-7101 experience. Parts and
753-8642.
iron grates and doors, FURNISHED, extra days.
service. Bobby Hopper.
supply limited, $199.99. nice, large 3 room apt., 1985 HONDA 250 SX Bob's Appliance SerInsurance Agency
Opportunity
10. Business
Wallin Hardware, Paris, near University & 3-wheeler, like new. vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Insurance Companies
Central
Tn.
Kentucky
753-7485.
Call
436or
753-4872,
Couple
Business
Hospital.
FIREWOOD for sale. $25 graduate student
5848 (home).
Check Our
rick delivered. Red oak preferred. Heat and 49. Used Cars
FENCE sales at Sears
City 8. Suburban
and white oak. Call 753- water furnished. No 1965 MUSTANG, red now. Call Sears 753-2310
Homeowner's
0659.
pets or chidren. Priv- with black interior. for free estimate for
Rotes
FIREWOOD, cheap, ate. Call 753-3415 or Days 753-4182, light your needs.
delivered. After 6p.m. 753-8756.
759-1059. Price $28OR
ENERAL HOM7
Call
115 S. 13th
NEAR university, 2 1968 MUSTANG. 6 cylin- REPAIR. 15 years ex753-0467.
KEROSENE heaters bedroom apt. with large der. See at 13th &"Payne. perience. Carpentry,
Murray, Ky.
at
Dr. Tom Hopkins
concrete. plumbing,
12,300 BTU's $79.99. livingroom. kitchen Call 753-8309.
42071
(502)753-6202
range. refrigera- 1975 CADILLAC 4-door, roofing, siding. NO JOB
Puryear, TN Wallin Hardware, twithor
,dis- $1,100. Trade boat, mo- TO SMALL. Free esParis, TN.
&
$100,000
t o r , shot guns or timates. Days 753-6973.
WE service all makes of hwasher , disposal
r hookup. camera. Call 753-2594.
nights 474-2276
sewing machines and washer-drye
has shower & tub.
Call (901)
vacuum cleaners at re- Bath
carpeted
asonable rates. For more All rooms
spacious closets. $225
642-3088
information call 354-6521
mo. 753-4560.
ask for Martha Hopper.
bedroom furnished
GE portable dis- ONE
NICE
14
Want to Buy
apartment near hospital.
hwasher, $90. Used
TWo A-1 Beagle Hound black & white 19" TV., Call 492-8662.
ONE bedroom Apartment
rabbit dogs. Prefer 1 $45. Call 759-4842.
This Ad From The Paper
male, 1 female, 3 to 5 OAK and hickory near downtown Murray.
00
years old. Bill Hooper, firewood, you haul- S20 Call 753-4108 or 762-6650.
A Handy Reference)
0
applications
Oak
0
TAKING
474-8005 after 5p.m.
437-4.829.
a rick. Call
WANT to buy raw furs. ONE BR apartment, for Section 8. Rent
or 3
.McClellan Furs, electric heat and air,. Subsidized apt. 1. 2
--/
- .
A -;---.--Stanley Owen Mc- Shower and tub. Living BR. Apply Hilldale
- a
•
•
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. room, kitchen. 918 N 16th. Apts., Hardin, Ky.
•
•
Equal itirwsing
618-342-6316.
$135'mo. $135 deposit. Call
I .orturtity.
753-4560.
15. Articles for Sale
'EE bedroom. two
PICK -up truck bed bedroom and one bedNEW ref. & stove, rubber mats- Chevrolet
room Apts. Lease and
almond color; beige Ford- Datsun Nissan deposit. Adults only, no
NEED A LOGO?
carpet, new; Lazy Boy El Camino
Ranger 753-9208 after 4 pm.
rocker recliner; couch, Mazda. See at Stokes pets.
cad 14040 StaI.0/.04y etc
TWO bedroom, two bath
solid light blue; Tractor 753-1319.
darmat•
div.0.40.zed
apt., central heat & air.
kerosene heater, misc.
Hospital
rsoasb rats
County
REGULATION size stove, refrigetalor &
LEANING
Service
item]. Call 753-8916.
pool table, all equipwater furnished,
Call 759-9567
RCA home stereo and ment, $150. Phone after
Business
washer & dryer hookup.
after 4 p.m.
.
manual typewriter. Call 6p.m. 753-1580.
No pets. 753-3949.
762-4798.
& Residential
SEASONED firewood ak•
Aluminum and Vinyl
33. Rooms for Rent
-4)A
oak, hickory, mixed
ItQaonable Rates
refrigerator with tex$30/rick
trim
Custom
hardwoods
block
1
Siding,
rent.
for
only
door.
tured steel
e
delivered. Min. order 2 from University. KitExcellent
work. lialarancas.
$8.00 per week Rudolph
Cable
ricks. Call John Boyer
available.
chen
753-0695.
Goodyear
.
753-0338.
References
iCinemax and HBO)
all Will Ed Sal*,
WHIRLPOOL heavy
are furoak &
utilities
D
and
SEASONE
duty washer with 4
C
753-0689.
nished. $125/month.
hickory firewood de
cycles, only $6.00 per
All tree trim
Available now for
livered.
Rudolph
week
spring semester 759ming & removing. Call
Goodyear, 753-0595.
9645.
753-5476.
RANDY
16. Home Furnishings
28 Mobile Homes for Rent

Maurices

Camp
Backhoe
Service

FREE

25% off

753-9224

HILL ELECTRIC

Faye's

*Residential *Commercial
*Industrial
*All Types Electrical
Maintenance

DAVID HILL
753-9562

Hopkins

641
CLUB

Dial-A-Service ,

ea

(Clip
And Save For

Ow

vir

.

Police
911

911

D&C

Murray-Calloway

Aluminum

In

C

753-5131

wirntrroar7777-117

474-4734

iiii.

Oirtmr's

THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

4 1 I CHI N CiAttINI IS
/
COS I ()RA P1
0/001)VV()1.:<ING
/.•;,

4TEMPORARY 35 0m
1
•
piece living room suite.
•
Call after 4p m.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS IL •
759.9'7f)'
DOORS
RAISED PANEL
GE refrigerator.
SIMI% • OM • Walnut • CharTy
quivciases • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Rust color mote, love seat,
KITCH8N,CABINE T TOPS • VANITIES
2 ottomans, rocker and
REFINISHING
glue coffee table. Excel- g CUSTOM WILT FURNITURE a FURNITURE
PVtI5 Drop Sy • Soo Our 04eplay
COMPETITIVE
lent condition. Antique •
cherry wood bed, oak •
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 g
1212 Main
chest and dresser. 761)••••••••••••••w•
• •
CO•
9953 or 750-1033.

wyrtt

-

CD
rine Meow for sass mil err,
Om In alcirecry and CcOmmY
Comay. OWE Mamma

753-8181

,.

•

753-6952
TROUBLES

EIROYHILL cut velour
kingsize hide-a -bed,
couch, like new. $150
Phone 753-5315 ask for
Watson or 492-8930 after

•

co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

ROOM

isotssfsfor.ssfio/Ossrm............••Jr.•••

If it's with well „.

pumps,

' Carpci
6'z' .1

plumbing
eanin9
or electric, then I
have the answer.
•Carpets
Call John Glover,
*LIPhc""rY
licensed with 26' 'Free
Estimates
years experience..
Satisfaction
Answering service
Guaranteed

orovided.

753-6614

(1 .

Call..
7534827.

Poison

-

•

COlitrO1

15321588

.11

•- #

sr,

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mavis C.Jones
Mrs. Mavis C. Jones,
77, Rt. 1, Dexter, died
Saturday at 12:05 a.m.
at Baptist Hospital,

Nashville, .Tenrk Her
death followed An extended illness.
She had retired as
clerk for Superior Laundry and Cleaners
Born May 26, 1908, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Albert Chapman

Mrs. Lalah
Higgins
Services for Mrs.
Lalah E. Higgins were
Saturday Rt 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Terry Walter
officiated.
Burial was in
McDaniel Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Higgins, 70, Rt.
5, Benton, died Thursday at 7 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of
Fairdealing Church of
Christ.
Survivors include one
son, Grover Estes, one
sister, Mrs. Lola Hatton, and one brother,
James Edwards, all of
Benton; half brother,
Carl Edwards,
Calloway County; three
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

(Myrtlei Jones, Rt 1,
Dexter.
Her four grandchildren are Mrs Nina
Wood and Albert Jones,
Nashville, and Miss
Nancy Conner and
William 0. Conner,
Jackson, Miss.; one
granddaughter, Rachel
Wood, Nashville.
Mrs. Jones was a
member of Temple Hill
United Methodist
Church where the
children, Junior Ray, funeral was today at 11
Joe Pat Ray, Gerald a.m.
Ray, Freda Robinson,
The Rev. Kendrick
Jerry Galloway, Terry Lewis officiated. Music
Galloway, Judy Metty was by Leland Peeler,
and Martha Lovett; 19 soloist, and Donna
great-grandchildren.
Roberts, pianist.
Mrs. Owen was a
Pallbearers were
member of Hazel Albert Franklin Jones,
Church of Christ where William 0. Conner, Jody
the funeral is today at 2 Lassiter, Joe Rob
p.m.
Haley, Harold Jones
Charlie Sweatt and and Bobby Joe Nanney.
Ewing Stubblefield are
Burial was in Temple
officiating. Joe Thornp. Hill Cemetery with arson is directing the song - rangements by J.H.
service.
Churchill Funeral
Grandsons are serv- Home.
ing as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery in
Hog market
Henry County with arrangements by Miller
Federal State Market News SerFuneral Home of Hazel. vice Jan. 4, IOW

arid Nancy Burkeen
Chapman.
Survivors are her husband, Rob R. Jones of
Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Nashville; one
daughter, Mrs. W.O.
(Mary) Conner,
Jackson, Miss.; one son,
Dr. Franklin Jones and
wife, Nancy, Nashville;
one sister, Mrs Pete

Kest-tacky Purchaee Area Hog
Market Report Includes $ Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act NS Est. 550 Barrows
• GUIs .50 inertly 75 lower Sows
=der 5441 steady over 500 .50-1.44
higher
545.50-44.00
US 1 S 210-240 lbs
Few 444.25
444.54-45_50
lbs.
1.78 5 W•-210
$45.111-45.50
US 1-S 115411 lbs. .
144.40-45.00
1US 5-4 111$170 lb..
Sows
533.10-34.410
US 1-1 roams as.
$12.411-44.00
us 1-2 11111141111111R
few su.so
_
$24.1121-18.50
MOM,
1.2
US
531.55-41.11
US 14 Gist NS ea.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Averake
Air Products
Apple Computer •
American Telephoir
Briggs & Stratton •
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
,
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
?
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
....
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Mrs. Auberna
Halstead, 74, Rt. 2, Murray, died today at 2:55
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
She was born Jan. 1,
1912, in Murray.
Survivors include her
husband, Kermit
Halstead, to whom she

Mrs. Fannie Owen
Mrs. Fannie Owen, 93,
died Saturday at 1 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her first husband,
Dovsie Ray, died in
1922. She later married
John Owen who died in
1960. She also was
preceded in death by
one daughter, Mrs.
Neva Galloway, and one
son, James Ray.
Born Feb,522, 1892, in
Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late James Lamb
and Tiney Pullen Lamb.
Survivors are one son,
Harold Ray and wife,
Myrtle, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Louise Ray,
Hazel; eight grand.

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrie('
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

-3.55
64% +1/4
21% .1/2
2 -1
1
24/
4•
/
30 unc
45% .1%
13% unc
20% + 1,4
2
/
20% +1
4 +%
1
20/
4
3
/
56% .
56 +%
71% -1
4
/
1,4
-%
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James L. (Jim)
Waters, 92, of 907
Johnny Robertson Rd.,
Murray, died Friday at
5:50 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
He was a retired
farmer of the Lynn
Grove Community.
His wife, Mrs. Laura
Cochrum Waters, died
Oct. 22, 1984. One son,
Earl G. Waters, died
Nov. 4, 1985.
Survivors are two
sons, S.J. Waters, TrCity, and James H.
Waters, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Brown
(Clara) Howard, Lynn
Grove; eight grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren ; one
great-great-grandchild.
Mr. Waters was a

MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER S1PC
STOCKS

rit

stepdaughter, Mrs.
Joan Mulkern, Fargo,
N.D.; two stepsons,
Michael J. Johnston,
Summitt, N.J., and
James H. Johnston,
Alexandria, Va.: one
cousin, Mrs. Robert
(Eva) lax, New
Concord.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral home will be in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

Moela Smith
Max Parker and Dan'
Shipley.
' Honorary pain:Wit-kers
were James Rudorph,
G.T. Lilly, Dallas T.
Doran, O.T. (Jack)
Davis and Robert Glin
Jeffrey.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith died.
Thursday at her home,
3044 South 13th St.,
Murray.

't•h t

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

N ti

1985 0 s 9
Regency Brougham
4 door, Cruise, Tilt, AM/FM Cassette,

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11
Welcome to the Adult version of

PA

WC

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Mrs. Mary Landreth
was married in 1964;
one son, Joe Wills, Men- Johnston, 83, Murray,
tor, Ohio; two brothers, died today at 5:10 a.m.
Ewin Dick, Murray, and at West View Nursing
Milton Dick, Nashville, Home.
Tenn.
She wa4, a member of
J.H. Churchill First Christian Church
Funeral Home will be in at Kerrville, Texas.
charge of funeral and
Her first husband, Vic
burial arrangements.
Landreth, died in 1969.
She later married
Harold Johnston Who
died in 1979.
Survivors are one
member of Salem Baptist Church where the
funeral was Sunday at 2
p.m.
The Rev. Mike Littrell
and the Rev. Eddie
Final rites for Mrs.
Young officiated. Music Moela Smith were Sunwas by the Salem day at 2:30 p.m. in the
Church Choir with chapel of J.H. Churchill
Larry Brant as director, Funeral Home. Dr.
Denise Windsor as Greg Earwood ofpianist and Shirley ficiated with Gus
Lamb as organist.
Robertson at soloist and
Pallbearers were Richard Jones as
Charles Howard, Clifton organist.
Active pallbearers
Jones, Harlan Spann,
A.A. Doherty, Benwere
Hugh Arnett, Eldridge
Eli AlexPickard and Martin nie George,
Andrus,
Stanford
ander,
Camp.
Burial was in the
church cemetery with
arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.

James L.(Jim) Waters

30%
153% %
4
/
2 +1
1
24/
$5 .1/2
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2
1
.54/
US.10-22.02
us S4141411
NM
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4
1
46/
57
11%
K & K STUMP REMOVAL
37%
rono.r- tromps up
31%
Os, groom&
tr,
61%
435 4343 or 435 4319.
34 -1
Nov. Hord Pot Gra*,
4
/
WA -1
16% unc
GRAVEL
748
Hatt#11
COP

Mrs. Mary L. Johnston

Auberna Halstead

P.W., P.L., P.S., 30,000 miles.

612E800"

Capture-The-Flag
Eliminate your opponent with a CO' paint pelletpistol.
'10" deposit, includes game costs and pistol
9 a.m. and 1 p.m.-4 miles east of Murray
Outland Schoolhouse Road
We play every other Saturday.

Corcivc-I

DWAIN
753-2617
S. Murray
641
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

753-0153 or 492-8738
Bring this ad for FREE tube of pellets, '2" value
( I per PisYsr)

435-4343
435 - 431 9

1
. .•

ft

Try Our Paint
Once
You'll,Come Back
Again Years Later!

1DeNroe
Paizit

Entire Line
You'll enjoy painting less because it stays beautiful longei.

CARPET
a
C

^* T ,•••• •

.

Check Our
In-Stock
Commercial
Yellow Tag
$1(*I°off
No Wax
Carpet
Sq. Yd.
Specials
Floors
Vinyl
Rubber Back
All In-Stock "DRASTICALLY"
$399
Reduced For
Shags &
$269
& Up
Quick Sale!
Sq. Yd.
Nir
Plushes
Sq. Yd.

.-

_
- -,

,

10% off

,

,

All
Paint
Accessories

15% off

Brushes, rollers, etc.

-.•

In-Stock
All
Back
Kanga
off
Vinyl
Shag
Special
Remnants
Carpeting
Selection
Carpet

50%

Remnants

$499
•&

Up Sq. Yd.

50% off

Sale Good Thru Jan. 18, 1986

Joe Smith Carpet
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
—.A.

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Murray
'Hwy. 641 North

I

4
44.•
.
tor

8 a.m.-4 p.m. Sat.
753-6660-
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BIG ININ KICKS THE NEW YEAR OFF
RIGHT WITH A BIG 19' AND 86° SALE
3•4••••

'

PURE CANE

•••4

SUGAR -
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COUPON INSIDE- NO ADDITIONAL PURCHASE REQUIRED

•

TURN THIS PAGE FOR BIG MONEY SAVING 19' AND 86'SALE PRICES
PRICES GOOD FOR ONE FULL WEEK,
MON, JAN. 6TH THROUGH SUNDAY,JAN 12TH
..•••••
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QUALITY MEAT
BUILT OUR BUSINESS

-4

FRESH
FRYING CHICKEN

LEG QUARTERS
•••

•

HOLLY FARMS WHOLE

FRYERS u.
•••••,, -,•••••••

411

C HOLLY FARMS MIXED CUT

FRYERS

C

39

u.

•••••e-•••••-•-•

CORN KING SLICED

BACON

$119
12 OZ

CORN KING LUNCH

MEATS
CORN KING WHOLE BONELESS
69
LB $1

HAMS
CORN KING
•

•
16,
•••••••••••••••
:
111 61111.1111•01111.11MI•MIMMINIM• -1•••••
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;UPER TENDER US CHOICE
BONE'.ESS BEEF

$ 59

ROAST LB

FIELD'S FINEST SLICED
•

ChiCker kAtet &

Sour

1
f4410.-.
rt.'r
4/4
. es.
EMGE PORK

TYSON ALL VARIETIES

D1NNER$

EACH $279

SAUSAGE LB.$129
tr.•••1.•••.•.1"::•••••t•

SUPER TENDER BEEF RIB EYE

STEAKS

A29

$

LB or

SAUSAGE

SAUSAGE LB $149
WIENERS

LB $ "
'

12 OZ.$

GROGAN PORK
•

_

•

•

REELFOOT OLD FASHION
OR REGULAR

EMGE POLISH
.•

FRESH ROPE

SAUSAGE LB $169

.°T EFES
BEI
11
LF°
REEA
P

LB

°9

$299
S. '
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ITS BIG JOHNS BIG 19 & 86 STORE WIDE SALE SAVE EVEN MORE
WITH CHECK OUT BONUS STAMPS.
GRADE A
MEDIUM

190

EGGS
DOZ.

WITH I FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

NNflT

LITE FLUFF

OLEO

BISCUITS
8 OZ. CANS

WITH I FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

19

STICKSSTICKS 1 LB.

WITH I FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

PUREX

BLEACH
'

GALLON
JUG

WITH I FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

a.

i===zio
StarNist
* oil

11(.111 It'•

STAR KIST
CHUNK

19

TUNA
6.5 OZ. CAN
-

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

•
t
:
1111,

•

-.11111•-••••,..
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•

•

CHICKEN NOODLE 10 OZ. 3 FOR 86'

CAMPBELLS
TOMATO
N

CODE

VISTA SALTINE
11

air

CAT FOOD

CRISCO

COOKING
OIL

3 86
15 OZ.
CANS

32 OZ. SIZE

r- •

PARADE MAC AND CHEESE

alSCO
OIL

DINNERS

$186

3 86c
BOXES

7.4

PARADE

COFFEE
CREAMER
BIG 16 OZ. JAR
PRINGLES

POTATO
CHIPS
6.5 OZ.CANS

SUNSHINE

PARADE

DOG FOOD

5

LB BAG

CORN FLAKES

PARADE PURE VEG.

COOKING
$1
.19
OIL 240Z. BOTTLE

$119

8

CANDY
BARS
WITH'2"
REFUND

18 OZ. BOX

86'

v111

19,
e.

8 FOR'V' AT
CHECKOUT
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BIG JOHN FRESH
DAIRY FOODS
In JOHN COTTAGE

CHEESE
SHEDDS OLEO

UMBLERS 80L.
PARADE GRATED

PARMESAN

2

REMEMBER WITH
BONUS STAMP
CERTIFICATES THIS WEEK
YOU CAN BUY-

86'
'219 EGGS
'119 OLEO
2LB 86' BISCUITS3
F°Ft

8 OZ. SIZE

'ARADE SUCED AMERICAN

CHEESE

8 OZ.

19
L819c.

DOZEN

BLUEBONNET

UTE N FLUFF

PARADE SOFT

OLEO

10 SLICE

CANS

19°
THE NO. 1
LIQUID DISH
DETERGENT

DAWN
22 OZ. SIZE

ARMOUR

CHILI

4

I

•

LG. 24 OZ.

119

CA$
"119

MAGNUM
HI-PRO

.....•••—•••AA•el

,
t"•=4•151
,,,

DIAL BATH

DOG

[kr,

BAR SOAP

FARR
X
•
z

219

$
BARS
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JAN. 1, 1986 WAS TO BE THE FINAL DATE FOR THE CROWNING FASHION FINE DINNER
WARE - BUT IN ORDER FOR ALL TO FINISH THE DISHES AT THIS OUTSTANDING LOW
PRICE THE DATE HAS BEEN EXTENDED

- NOTICE

-

•

-

-

DI6H PROMOTION WILL END JAN. 15th
.41rnAl•!eftliflgtee_LtlY•0110A1•216.1,
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PARADEFROZEN

19 & 86 VALUES FROM BIG JOHN
BIG FROZEN FOOD DEPARTMENT.

WI ES PAC FROZEN

BRUSSEL
SPROUTS

ORANGE
MICE
12 OZ. CAN

G
A
6
B
1
.
Z
O
MRS.PAULS IMPERIALCHICKEN Oz.'286
9
T
Z
S
A
2
1
E
/
R
8
B
Y
E
K
U
T
GERMAN CHOCOLATE
8%OZ.BOX
C
I
R
E
N
E
G
E
T
E
L
P
M
O
C
I
R
E
N
E
G
'
1
4
X
O
B
86c
Bc
86
L
T
O
I
GSEWNERTIPCICKLE 160Z.86C IGENERIC CHER Y
CAN
F20CTO.R 1Gifiir 40OZ.SIZE
WEIGHT
WATCHERS
5 OZ. SIZE

EIGHT 11ATCHERS

CHOCOLATE
C'AXE

CAKE

ONION
R9101:19xS
Sli9

WEIGHT WATCHERS.

9

SALISBURY BEEF

STEAK

SAVE ON GENERICS AT BIG JOHN

GENERIC

oecl PANCAKE
OU
MIX

SAUCE

PIE
$1 191 GARiK8L3 15 OZ$1 19
BEANS
FILLING 21 OZ.CAN A

REUSH

GENERIC
FABRIC

SOFTNER
GENERIC
E
BAGS

SALAD
DRESSING QUART

GENERIC

2

$1

19

$119

ROLLED

420Z. BOX

AN

GENERIC 40%

8°
6

100 CT.

BRAN
$1 19
FLAKES 20 OZ. BOX

860
.
SUGAR

19

•

AN

$OATS

RIC
i& CHEESE
liNE
DINNER 71/4 OZ. BOX

ANOTHER 1986 VALUE WITH COUPON

1

1

c

19

VALUABli COUPON

1; 1111 in

WITH THIS COUPON
SUGAR 5 LB 86
NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRED
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
OFFER EXPIRES JAN 13TH
410.11.116)
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FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
•THE BEST_
MICHIGAN ROME BEAUTY

APPLES.BAG
FLORIDA RED SEEDLESS

WASHINGTON STATE ANJOU
LARGE & FANCY

GRAPEFRUIT
48 CT.

190

FRESH SHREDDED

PEARS

1 A J.
071?

GARY'S SALTED OR ROASTED

PEANUTS

n901

LB2
JUMBO SLICING YELLOW
U.S. NO 1 GRADE

MOONLIGHT

CABBAGE
10 OZ.PKG.
.1*

NEED EXTRA CASH -WHY NOT PLAY THE EXCITING "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" GAME
AT BIG JOHNS. YOU COULD BE THE NEXT WINNER. THE BIG CASH IS NEVER WORTH LESS
THAN '500.00 PER WEEK AND IF NO CASH IS WON, IT INCREASES'100.00 EACH WEEK.

FREE CASH
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
ADVERTISED ITEM POUCT-Each of Obese advertised
items we required to be readily available ter sae ia
sad. Rig Jena (Focal) store except as specifically noted
la this ad. If we do rue out of an advertised if.., we
will offer you yew ciroice .fa comparable brood miler-

thug the same savings or a raincheek which will Wit%
yea to purchase the advertised hews it the advertised
price Wilda 30 days. Only owe vendor coupe, will be
accepted per it...

PRICES GOOD FOR ONE FULL
WEEK, MON, JAN. 6TH THROUGH
SUNDAY, JAN 12TH
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